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Abstract

This study explored first-semester calculus students' early understanding of 

limits, relative to their function knowledge and graphing calculator use. The purpose was 

to identify and describe stucfents’ patterns of analytical thinking and knowledge use in 

determining lim it situations, as a first step in developing a grounded theory o f early 

development o f intuitive limit concepts.

Over four task-based interviews, ten students progressed from examining local 

function behavior to analyzing increasingly difficult lim it situations. Written and oral 

responses were analyzed relative to a four-element framework developed by the author 

(a) analyzing functions locally in graphical and numerical settings; (b) conjecturing limits 

from representative graphs and tables; (c) understanding advantages and limitations of 

tables and graphs to conjecturing limits, particularly when using graphing calculators; 

and (d) producing multiple sources of evidence to justify a limit conjecture, and knowing 

whether this evidence is sufficient. Students demonstrating these four elements were 

deemed to have an intmsive-analytic understanding o f the limit concepL

Students in this study had difficulty determining local function behavior, and did 

not always connect this to determining limit situations. They could read graphs and 

tables to conjecture limits, but often based such conjectures on pomr tables o r graphs. 

They learned that tables and graphs might mislead diem, but rarely analyzed this, either 

assuming representativeness or assuming they were being misled. These students relied 

on formula-based expectations, graphs, or a few function values in determining limit 

situations. They did not know how to move from "abnost certain” to certain in 

detom ining a lim it situatioiL

IX



These students’ function knowledge and methods of analyzing local function 

behavior both did and did not influence their determination o f limit situations. Partial 

analyses led them to accept non-representative behavior, which led to erroneous limit 

conjectures. On the other hand, even full and complete analyses did not always result in 

correct limit conjectures.

The graphing calculator played a significant role. Graphs and tables on the 

calculator were often taken as the “standard” of comparison, without analysis. 

Awareness of calculator limitations did not necessarily imply correct limit conjectures, 

due to ignoring the limitations, or erroneously assuming the effects of those limitations.



CH A PTERl

Introduction

The concept of a limit  is central to  an understanding of calculus since it is the 

foundation on which the definitions o f continuity, derivative and integral are based. At 

the same time, the limit concept appears in different contexts, such as with functions, 

sequences, and series; and involves different processes, such as secant lines jqrproaching 

ta n ^ it  lines, itraative root-finding procedures, and area calculations. Moreover, the 

mathematical definitions of limit (in each of the various contexts) differ substantially 

fiom intuitive limit irfeas. The central role of the limit concept in calculus necessitates its 

eariy introduction, but its con^led ty  raises several questions. What is a  reasonable 

starting point for introducing the limit  concept? hr what ways do students’ understanding 

o f the limit concept develop? How can tins development be measured? These questions 

provided the impetus for this research.

This study explored students’ early imderstanding of the limit concept in first 

semester calculus, and identified effects o f two fectors infiuencing this development: 

students’ knowledge and understanding o f functions, and their knowledge and use of 

gnq^ting calculators. Specifically, students* intuitive ideas about limits o f functions at 

particular points were «tplored tin o u ^  task-based interviews. Over the course of four



interviews, the tasks evolved from «camming local behavior of functions to conjecturing 

the existence or non-existence of specified limits, based on tables or graphs, in 

incieasingly difBcult situations.

We begin with an analysis of some of die complexities of the limit concept. This 

analysis suggests several possibly crucial elements o f students’ early understanding of 

limits, providing focus for the problem addressed in this research. Aom there, the 

significance of the problem is outlined and the research questions are elaborated.

The Complexities o f the L im it Concept

The limit concept is analyzed by juxtaposing the e -5  limit definition with

intuitive limit i(feas. Each of these components of the limit concept contributes to its

complexity. When examined side by side, however, it becomes clear that the full

complexities of the limit concept are greater than the sum of the complexities of its

components.

The e -S  Lim it Definition

The complexity of the e — 8 definition of a lim it of a function at a particular point

begins with the language of the statement itself:

L e t/b e  a function defined on some open interval that contains the number 
a , except possibly at a itself. Then we say that the lim it o lf(x )  as x  
app ro ad iesa  is L , and we write

lh n /(x )  =  L

if for every number £ > 0, there is a  corresponding number 8 > 0 such that 
|/ ( x ) —l\< e  whenever 0 < [x—a | < ^  (Stewart, 1995,p .71).

The quantifiers forevery^ there is, such that, and whenever cause difficulty (Cornu, 1991; 

Cottrill et al., 1996). The word lim it has meanings in everyday use that interfere with the 

mathematical meaning. The word approaches (and its many mathematical ‘̂ synonyms’*



such as converges to , and tends toward^ contradicts the static nature of the definition 

(Monaghan, 1991).

One approach used to mtrotfaice the e-5  lim it definition is to  ^ e  a specific 

tolerance measurement, diat is, a  specific e, and ask students to  find a  suitable range of x- 

values around a that will guarantee fimction values within the specified tolerance 

measurement of L. This focuses attention on the oxrespondence b^w een 5 and e in the 

definition. Repeating this exercise with several d iffoent values e focuses attention on

die idea that any to laance e will work when the limit exists.

In practice, whether using the E-S limit definition o r attempting an introductory 

E-S exercise, a  cam lidateftx’I. most afaeatfyexisL hi fact, the e -S  lim it definition is used 

primarily to v e r^  whether a  coiqectured limit is, without a  doubt, the true lim it The 

definition itself provides no mAhod for cor^cturing  such an L. Certainly an educated 

conjecture is more efficient than a random guess, and this raises the question of how to 

educate students to make intdligent limit conjectures.

Intuitive U m it Ideas

One approach used to introduce the notion tim it conjectures is to begin with an 

informal idea of lim it:

We w rite
lim /( x )  = L

and we say, *%e limit (^/fx), a sx  tqiproaches a , equals IT  if we can make 
the values of/fx) artntrarily close to  L (as close as we like) by taking x to 
be sufficiently close to a , but not equal to a .... Roughly speaking, dns 
says that the values (tf^fx) get closer and closer to  die number L, as x gets 
closer and closer u> the number a  (fitnn either side a) but x ^ a
(Stewart, 1995, p. 51).



This has the advantage that it suggests a means of conjecturing a limit, by either 

computing appropriate function values or obsoving appropriate function values on a 

graph. The disadvantage lies in the clear loss of precision o f the e -6  limit definition and 

the retention of subtle language difficulties (Tall &  Schwarzenberger, 1978). Moreover, 

the activity of conjecturing a lim it has its own set of complexities, due to its dependence 

on tables and graphs, on students* function knowledge, and, in modem calculus courses, 

on students’ use of grt^hing calculators.

Dependence on tables and graphs. “Correct* intuitive limit  conclusions depend 

on the accuracy and consistency o f the tables and graphs on which they are based. Both 

tables and graphs can fail in multiple ways to accurately represent the true nature of a 

function. For example, a poor sample of x-values can lead to correct, but misleading, y- 

values in a table. As another «tam ple, a poor sample o f x-values can lead to incorrect y- 

values in both a table and a graph when technology is being used, hr this situation, both 

the table and graph might be inaccurate, but still consistent with one another, which 

eliminates consistency of representations as a means o f detecting an inaccuracy. This is 

when a student’s knowledge and understanding of functions is most important.

Influence offiatction knowledge. An intuitive lim it conjecture, under ideal 

circumstances, depends on analysis o f function values and awareness of which function 

values to focus otL Students m ust analyze function values by inputting them into a 

process in which function values are compared to a target limit value, or compared to 

each other, or examined for a  pattern. At the same time, this analysis is useless if 

students are analyzing the wrong function values. To engage in this process in both



numerical and graphical settings, and, ideally, understand how the processes differ from 

and parallel one another, students need a firm  understanding of local function behavior.

b0uence o f graphing caladator use. Graphing calculators allow easy access u> 

numerous intuitive limit ideas. First, graphs and tables can be produced quickly and 

easily. Second, the trace feature permits a dynamic sense of the limit process, and by 

indicating which ordered pairs are being **landed on”, provides a bridge between 

graphical and numerical representations. Third, the zoom feature can sometimes show 

how smaller viewing wüutows lead to more accurate limit conjectures. These features 

have several drawbacks, however.

There are several ways in which graphing calculators can mislead stucfents. 

Certainly, calculator-produced tables and graphs can be misleading due to computational 

limitations, but poor input choices can also lead to trouble. For example, a  poor choice of 

a viewing window can lead to no graph, or a  misleading graph. If the interesting 

behavior at a particular point is “hiding!” between two pixels, then the trace feature will 

not detect this. Or, if the limit situation involves a  vertical asymptote, then repeated use 

of the zoom feature may not detect this, since some asymptotic behavior is only visible 

using a very large y-interval and a small x-intervaL

Crucial Elements o f Early Understanding c f Lim its 

These analyses suggest that intuitive lim it ideas are much more accessible to first 

semester calculus students than the E-S lim it definition, but that intuitive limit ideas 

without analytical drinking can be quite misleading. Eariy Umit ideas are appropriately 

characterized by several crucial elements. First, the abUity to analyze functions locally in 

both graphical and numerical settings seems to be a prerequisite. Second, students must



be able to draw correct intuitive lim it conclusions &om accurate graphs and tables.

Third, an undnstanding o f the advantages and disadvant%es o f t^ le s  and graphs to 

conjecturing limits, particularly when using graphing calculators is necessary. Hnally, 

students must be able to ptodacc multiple sources o f evidence to justify a limit 

conjecture, and know whether dieir evidence leaves room for doubt. Stucfents who 

possess these four elements will be cfeemed to have an intuitive-cm alytic understanding of 

the limit concept

Evaluating whether a  stucfent actually possesses the four elements o f intuitive- 

analytic understanding o f the limit concept is a  difficult encfeavor. Designing problems 

that could detect these abilities ami understandings is only part o f the difficulty. Student 

solutions to such problems, say on homework or exams, would not necessarily reflect 

their thought processes, and likely would not provide a reccnd o f their uses o f the 

graphing calculator. Observation of stucfents while they are in the process of solving 

such problems and subsequent interaction with them would elicit a  much richer, detailed 

picture of their understandings and abilities than written work alone.

Problem Statement

The problem addressed in this study was to cfescribe how and to what extent 

stucfents in a  ffist-semester, grqrhing-calculator based, calcnilus course gain an intuitive- 

analytic understanding o i lim its. The focus was on tow  they gained an understanding of 

each o f foe four elements o f early understanding of limits. This was accomplished 

th ro u^  a series o f task-based interviews and questiormaires, each of which focused on 

one or nxne o f these four elements.



S ig n ^a n ce  o f the Problem

Very little research exists on the limit concept, and most of that focuses on 

students’ acquisition o f the e -5  definition, am cluding that this acquisition proceeds very 

slowly (Cornu, 1991; Ervynck, 1981; Tall. 1992; Tall & Viimer, 1981; Williams, 1991). 

There are few descriptions o f the more intuitive ideas involved in conjecturing limits 

based on tables and graphs. Cottril e t al. (1996) suggest drat such intuitive lim it ideas 

may be quite complicated for students.

There is precedent for examining function knowledge and limit concepts in the 

same study, with ^Lauten, Graham, Ferrini-Nfoncfy, 1994), and without (Ferrini-hAmdy & 

Graham, 1994) grzqAtng calculators. These studies also used task-based interviews to 

develop detailed descriptions o f students’ understandings o f function and limit, but the 

function tasks did not focus on the function knowledge most salient to an intuitive 

understanding of limits, namely local function behavior in numerical, graphical and 

symbolic settings. Moreover, spontaneous use o f the graphing calculator in the first 

study was minimal.

A lthou^ there is extensive literature on functions, (see Haiel & Dubinsky, 1992 

for a small collection) much o f it focuses on the definition of function and on how 

understanding of the function concept itself develops. This study focuses on function 

behavior and its influence on die development o f students’ understanding o f limits.

Thus, this study will make a significant contribution to the research. In addition, 

the knowledge gained firom this stucfy has the potential to inform instruction. By 

describing patterns o f analytical thinking and know led^ use employed by students in



solving problems about limit situations, pedagogical strategies and mathematical 

problems that account for these patterns can be constructed.

Research Qaestions

1. Early understanding of the limit concept. How and to what extent do the four 

elements of intuitive-analytic understanding of the limit concept emerge and develop 

over the course of the study? hr particular, how do students analyze local function 

behavior? Can they draw correct intuitive limit conclusions from accurate graphs and 

tables? hr what ways do students develop awareness of the advantages and 

disadvantages of tables and g r^ h s to  conjecturing limits, particularly when using 

graphing calculators? Do they spontaiteously produce multiple sources of evidence to 

justify a limit conjecture?

2. Influence of function know led^. hr what ways do students analyze local behavior of 

functions in gr^idcal and numerical settings? hr particular, on what aspects of 

tables, graphs and formulas do students focus, in analyzing local function behavior? 

How do they decide whether a graph and a table of the sanre function are coirsistent? 

How do they decide whether a table or graph reflects the true nature o f the function? 

Do their methods of analyzing local function behavior support or hinder their success 

with (ktenrrirring a limit situation?

3. hrfluence of graphing calculator use. How do studerrts spontaneously use graphing 

calculators in analyzing fimctiorrs and nraking limit conjectures? To what extent are 

they aware of the limitations of the graphing calculator, and how do they deal with 

this? How convincing is this tool for them?
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CHAPTER2 

Review of the Literature 

The purpose of this chapter is to outline how previous research and the content of 

the course textbook, Stewart’s Calculus^ 3”* edition (1995), influenced the design of the 

interview tasks and protocols in this stucfy. Relevant literature^ is reported widdn the 

framework of the four elements o f intuitive-analytic understanding of limits: (a) analysis 

of local function behavior, (b) intuitive limit conjectures, (c) limitations of numerical and 

gr^hicai evidence, and (d) intuitive-analytic limit conjectures.

Analysis o f Local Function Behavior 

The role of analysis of local function behavior in determining limit situations has 

rarely been addressed directly in the literature, fri the current study, there are two 

dimensions of particular interest: types of local function behavior and representations of 

local function behavior.

Types o f Local Function Behavior

The interview tasks in the current study present several types of local function 

behavior for each o f the situations in which a limit exists or (k>es not exist. This follows

‘ ERIC and DAI databases were searched, using key words nuahenuxticsy caladusy lim its, 
Jiatctions, and graphing calculators. Descriptors o f found sources were used in later 
searches. Document references led to other literature.



Tail’s (1990) s u g ^ tio n  that student exploration of both examples and non-examples of a 

concept can help a student understand general properties while avoiding narrow over

generalizations. There is promise in this suggestion, as shown by several researchers 

who have used this strategy successAiUy in settings where a teacher introduces a concept, 

discusses it with students, and then allows individual exploration (Blackett, 1987; Tall, 

1986a; Thomas, 1988; as cited in Tall, 1990). On a practical note, the course textbook 

(Stewart, 1995) contains many different types o f local function behavior in its 

introductory sections on the limit concept, suggesting that opportunities existed for 

students to explore the limit concept th ro u ^  examples and non-examples.

The types of local function behavior selected were based on examples and 

exercises in the course textbook (Stewart, 1995). In particular, types of local behavior 

implying the existence of a limit included highly oscillatory (damped) behavior and 

piecewise monotonie behavior associated either with a point of continuity or an isolated 

singularity. Types of local behavior implying the non-existence of a limit included 

highly oscillatory behavior (not damped), asymptotic behavior associated with a vertical 

asymptote, and piecewise monotonie behavior associated with a jump singularity.

The emphases placed on each of the types o f local behavior stemmed from 

research results of others and design considerations. Types of local function behavior 

known to cause difficulties for students were emphasized. These include highly 

oscillatory behavior (Cottril et al., 1996; Ervynck, 1981; Williams, 1991), asymptotic 

behavior and removable singularities (Boers & Jones, 1993, as cited in Tall 1996; 

Williams, 1991). Some types of local function behavior have been shown to block 

engagement in analysis of local function behavior or limit situations, and thus, were de

10



emphasized. These include continuous behavior (Cottril et al., 1996; Ferrini-Mundy & 

Graham, 1994; W illiams 1991), and jump singularities (Ferrini-Mundy & Graham, 1994). 

M ultiple Representations o f Local Function Behavior

Most interview tasks in the current study required students to make connections 

between two or three given representations (table, graph and/or formula) of a function's 

local behavior. This stems from research results suggesting that tasks which force 

students to make coimections between representations are more effective than those 

which merely point out coimections (Thompson 1995), especially when graphing 

calculators are present (Porzio, 1997). Thus, one task required matching of given graphs, 

tables and formulas without the use of graphing calculators, while other tasks required 

analysis of representativeness and consistency of representations in the presence of 

graphing calculators. Some follow-up questions were designed to elicit students’ 

understanding and use o f connections between representations.

Most interview tasks provided opportunities to use the graphing calculator, but 

none explicitly requested any particular use of the graphing calculator, and none were 

accompanied by graphs entered in the calculator. This is a  different approach than that of 

Lauten, Graham, and Ferrini-M undy (1994). They found, in a case study of one student’s 

understanding of functions and limits, that while she used the graphing calculator when a 

graph was provided, **she did not independently pick up the calculator to explore an idea 

before answering a question” (p. 235). hi the present study, opportunities to use the 

graphing calculator were provided in three ways. R rst, all but one of the interview tasks 

contained a function formula, allowing students to produce grtqihs and function values. 

Second, some tasks provided only one or two representations, to allow students to

11



produce the remainmg iepresentaticn(s). Third, some tasks gave misleading 

representations, to allow students to generate better representations.

Students* preferences for particular representations and beliefs about the 

usefulness o f diKerent representations were explored. This was motivated by Keller and 

(Brsch s argument (1998) that, “If a student has a  cognitive preference for a 

representation, it is likely that the strongest coimections between representations and 

between concept and representation are constructed to and from the student’s preferred 

representation” (p. 1). They found, using a pre-test/post-test study, that first semester 

calculus students do have preferences for specific representations, and that students using 

graphing calculators were more likely to express a preference for graphs than students not 

using technology. The current study used two questionnaires to ask students which 

representation they would prefer to use to (a) describe a function’s behavior to a fellow 

student (first interview), and (b) determine a lim it situation (last interview).

Summary

The interview tasks in the current study incorporated several different types of 

local function behavior, presenting each in graphs, tables and/or formulas. Table 1 shows 

the types of local function behavior and representations presented to students over the 

course of the four interviews. The tasks required students to analyze and connect various 

given and spontaneously produced representations. In addition, students’ preferences for 

graphs, tables or formulas were explored through questionnaires.

12



Table 1

Local Function Behavior Present in Interview Tasks

Types of Local Function Behavior Graphs

Representations

Tables Formulas

Limit exists

Ifighly oscillatory, damped +

Monotonie', continuous'* + +

Monotonie, removable singularity + + +

Limit does not exist

Ifighly oscillatory, not damped + + +

Asymptotic' + + +

Monotonie, jump singularity + +

Note. Each + indicates that the associated type of function behavior was presented using 

the associated representation in at least one interview task.

Tiecewise monotonie. '’Students saw continuity either in a graph or a table, not both. 

‘̂ Asymptotic to a vertical line.

Intuitive U m it Conjectures 

Most research on students’ understanding o f lim its has focused on their 

difBculties making the transition firom intuitive ideas to more formal ideas. Nevertheless, 

these studies still have much to say about students’ diffictilties with the intuitive ideas 

themselves, hi particular, other researchers’ obsmvatians about students’ uses of tables 

and graphs to make intuitive limit conjectures informed several o f the interview questions 

in this study.

13



Tables

Research on students' generation o f and uses of numerical evidence in 

conjecturing limits contributed both to  the design of tables presented in the interview 

tasks, and to the creation o f questicms eliciting students’ understanding o f the tables, hr 

particular, special care was taken with both the content and format of the tables.

Content. There were two cmnmon characteristics of each table. First, each table 

contained an **ordeTed pair” for the point o f interest, usually indicating that the y^value 

was undefined. This differs firom the course textbook (Stewart, 1995) and from known 

literature. Others have shown that students tend to equate the cm npat^cm  o f a  lim it with 

substitution of a functicm value (Cottril et al., 1996; Fenini-Muncty & Graham, 1994; 

Williams 1991). Several first semester calculus students in Keller and Ifirsh’s study 

(1998) commented that **a table-of-values gives exact answers but may skip the value of 

interest” (p. 13). In the current study, it was th o u ^ t that including this "ordered pair” 

would prevent students fiom believing that they simply were not givm  enough 

information to address the problem, and thus would encourage analysis o f nearby 

function behavior. Second, the remaining ordered pairs in each table were symmetric 

about the point of interest with respect to  x-values. Differences between agacent x  

values were usually, but not always, successive negative powers of 10. These 

charactoistics follow those o f tables given in the course textbook.

FormaL The tables were oriented eidier htxizontally or vertically (both 

orientations appear in Stewart (199S) the course texAook), and fm natted so diat x-values 

could be read from smallest to largest, hr hmizontaUy (xiented tables, this meant that x- 

values could be scarmed left-to-right, finmn smallest to largest Fw  vertically oriented

14



tables, this meant that x-values could be scanned top-to-boCtom, hom  smallest to largest. 

The objective was to cider the x-values in the tables to  match the ordering of the x-values 

on the x-axis a graph.

Such orderings were not always enqWoyed in the course textbook or other 

literature. For example, the course texdjook saved space in creatir% a table fw  an even 

function by putting a ± sign in front o i each x-valne. W illiams (1991) presented a 

vertically oriented table in whidi the ocdering of x-values to the right of the point of 

interest was different from that to the left. Both of these approaches force a “reading” of 

the table that is fundamentally different from the ''rcadSngT o f a graph to determine one

sided limits. hr the first case, the table is scanned top-to-bottom twice, and in the second 

case, each half o f die table is scanned top-to-boctom. On a graph, there is no choice but 

to scan left-to-right for the left-hand limit and to scan rig|it-to-left for the right-hand limit. 

Thus in the current study, the tables w oe formatted so diat the two one-sided limits 

would have to be detom ined using different scanning directions, as must occur in a 

graph.

Understanding c f tables. A nundier questions about students’ understanding of 

limits were created based on other studies. Cottrill et aL (1996) suggest that conjecturing 

a limit frmn numerical evidence involves a three-step process: (a) constructing a  domain 

process with x-values ap^oacim ig the point of interest, (b) constructing a range process 

with y-values approaching the numerical candidatB for a limit value, and (c) coondnatting 

these two processes by applying the fimction to the x-values in the domain process to 

obtain the 3̂ -vahies in the range process. S tudnts in their study had conskkraUe 

difficulty with tins, smne even unaUe to construct a domain process, focusing instead on
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a single poinL That students might have difhcolty even with constructing a domain 

(Kocess is not surprising in light o f research on limits o f sequences. Much of this 

research comments on students’ difficulty with deciding whether the sequence {.9, .99, 

.999, .9999,...} converges to 1 or to .9 , thinking that .9 is just less than 1 (Ferrini- 

Mundy & Graham; M on^um , 1991; Sierpinska, 1987; Tail & Schwarzenberger, 1978; 

Tail & Vinner, 1981).

These considerations led this researcher to ask students to describe how they 

"read" a table, that is, where they focused and what they looked for when using a table 

determine a limit situation, hi addition, since the presentatioa of a table did not ftxce 

students to comdinate the domain and range processes th ro u ^  the function, students 

were asked to explain how they decided whether the table values were correct and 

represented the true nature o f the function. Often, students were asked to check a few of 

the mdered pairs in the table, to see if they were cm ecL 

Graphs

Research on students’ generation of and uses of graphical evidence in 

conjecturing lim its and analyzing function behavior, particularly in the presence of 

graphing calculators, guided the presentation of graphs in the interview tasks and 

fwmulatirm of questicms about students’ understanding of A e graphs. Specifically, Ae 

format of graphs was a major consideration, as decisions had to be made regarding 

wbetha^ they should be formatted wiA respect to technology-based conventions or by

hand conventicms.

FormaL AH graphs presented in the interview tasks were produced using 

Mathematica, but were fcmnatted m two different ways, depending on whether stucknts
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had access to graphing calculates or not. Graphs in the first interview and first task of 

the second interview were formatted as if they had been drawn by hand. Each of these 

graphs contained x~ and y-axes labeled with appropriate units. Any vertical asymptotes 

were drawn as dashed lines. A “hole” or deleted endpoint of a piece of a graph was 

denoted by a small open circle. An included endpoint o f a piece of a graph was denoted 

by a small closed circle. These were standard conventions utilized in the course textbook 

(Stewart, 1995). All other graphs were formatted as much as possible as if they were 

drawn using a graphing calculator. Each of these graphs was contained in a rectangular 

box with the left and bottom edges labeled with appropriate units, so students could tell 

what viewing window had been used. The graphs themselves were left “as is” to 

illustrate some of the technological limitations o f calculator-based graphs. These 

conventions for displaying “calculator-based” graphs were also observed in the course 

textbook.

Understanding o f graphs. Several questions about students’ understanding of 

graphs were based on others’ work. First, students were asked to describe how presented 

graphs did or did not reflect the true nature o f the function. Tall (1992) noted that 

standard “by-hand” conventions for denoting holes, asymptotes, and jumps can be 

confusing to students, since taken at face value, such circles, disks, and dashed lines do 

not truly represent ordered pairs on the graph. That calculator-produced graphs do not 

automatically display these characteristics with the same conventions causes even more 

confusion (C. G. Williams, 1993).

Second, students were asked m describe how they “read” a graph, that is, where 

they focused and what they looked for when using a graph to determine a limit situation.
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This paralleled a question asked of students using tables to  determine limit situations, in 

an attempt to discover any parallel difficulties in using graphs to determine limit 

situations. There was reason to expect that stutknts' descriptions based on graphs would 

refer to movement along the curve. Lauten, Graham and Ferrini-Mundy (1994) in a case 

study of one student’s understanding of limits noted several instances in which she 

referred to points moving along the curve, but not quite reaching the limit point 

Williams (1991) found that all ten stuctents in his study, a t some point, believed that 

limits involved motion along the graph.

Sttmmary

The tables and graphs presented to students in the interview tasks of the current 

study were carefully constructed so that the content and form at o f each representation 

largely matched those in the course textbook (Stewart, 1995). The exceptions were to 

inclutk the “ordered pair” o f interest in each table, and to  order table x-values from 

smallest to largest, to aid in comparison of tables and g ra tis . Some graphs were 

provided in a  “by-hand” format and others in a  “by-calculator” format. Follow-up 

questions were designed to elicit students' methods of interpreting numerical and 

graphical evidence to determine limit situations.

Lim itations c f Numerical and Graphical Evidence

Several lim it tasks from the literature and from the course textbook (Stewart, 

1995), focusing on both mathematical and technological limitations, were adapted for the 

current study. Typically such tasks involve presentatitm o r generation of conflicting 

information, with the hope that mathematical resolution o f the conflict will result in a 

more correct, i.e. more formal, understanding of the lim it concept. Students’ reactions to
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sw h tasks have been documented in other studies, and contributed significantly to the 

adaptations of tasks in the current study.

M athematical Limitations

Two of the interview tasks in the current study included tables or graphs that were 

intentionally misleading, due to mathematical limitations. A mathematical limitation 

arises when idiosyncrasies o f the function are improperiy accounted for in producing a 

table of values or a graph. This occurs when attention is restricted to x-values 

insufficiently close to the point of interest, or when a poor sample of x-values yields a 

non-representative table or graph. Such tasks have appeared in the literature (Williams, 

1991) and also are contained in the course textbook (Stewart, 1995).

Insi^Jtcientfy close x-values. One interview task, adrqrted ftom Williams (1991), 

provided a rational function with a  vertical asymptote a tx = 0  which was not apparent in 

the given table and graph, due to x-values chosen too far from 0. The objective was to 

predict the existence or non-existence o f a lim it as x  approached 0. In this case, the 

limitation imposed by x-values insufficiently close to 0 manifested itself in the calculator- 

based graph as well as in the table, although in the graph, this was also tied to pixel 

limitations. Williams’s version presented only the table and the formula, each initially 

independent of Ae other. After his students had reached contradictory limit conjectures, 

he informed Aem that the formula matched A e table. Some rejected this, and oAers 

automatically changed A eir (correct) formula-based conjectures to match A eir table- 

based conjectures. The adaptation for Ae current study presented sAdents wiA Ae 

formula, table and graph o f the function, m the interest of determiimig wheAer Ae 

presence of all three representations would assist students in recognizing A e misleading
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nature of the table and graph.

Poor sam ple o f x-values. One interview task, adapted from an example in the 

course textbook (Stewart, 1995), provided students with the function sin(n/r), and a table 

and graph to use in predicting the limit as x  approached 0. The table was misleading in 

the sense that all negative x-values had corresponding y-values of 1, and all positive x- 

values had corresponding y-values of -1. Stewart’s version presented function values that 

all turned out to be 0, generated using “typical” x-valiœs approaching 0, such as .1, .01, 

.001, etc. The adaptation for the current study used a diHerent table, in the interest of 

seeing whether students would reject it, and produce their own function values using the 

“typical” x-values.

Technological Lim itations

Three interview tasks included poor tables or graphs, due to limitations of the 

graphing calculator. Both subtraction inaccuracies (Tall, 1992) and pixel limitations 

(Tall, 1990) have been cited as primary causes of poor tables and graphs that need to be 

pointed out to students. In addition, the course textbook (Stewart, 1995) contains both 

examples and exercises intended to elucidate these points.

Subtraction inaccuracies. One interview task, adapted from an exercise in the 

course textbook (Stewart, 1995), raised the issue of subtraction inaccuracies. Subtraction 

errors occur when two numbers very close to one another are subtracted. If two numbers 

with identical decimal expansions past the carrying capacity of the calculator are 

subtracted, the calculator will erroneously compute the difference as 0. Subtraction 

inaccuracies can manifest themselves in both calculator-based tables and in calculator- 

based graphs. This led to two adapratinms of Stewart’s exercise for the current study, one
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numerical and the other graphical.

Pixel lim itations. Two interview tasks (described in the section on mathematical 

limitations, adapted from Stewart (1995) and W illiams (1991)) raised the issue of pixel 

limitations. Pixel limitations occur when interesting function behavior is '^hidden ' 

between two pixels on a calculator-based graph. one case, a graph with highly 

oscillatory behavior near the y-axis was only somewhat well-represented, and in the other 

case, a vertical asymptote at x  = 0 did not appear on the graph.

It is possible for pixel limitations to manifest themselves in calculator-based 

tables, if the tables are generated firom x- and y-coordinates displayed while using the 

trace feature. Such tables were not presented in any tasks in the current study, but 

stuctents’ (Kopensity to use the trace feature to generate numerical information was 

tracked This is an attempt to address Lauten, Graham and Ferrini-Mimdy’s questions 

(1994) about whether a tendency to trace along a curve creates difficulty in interpreting y- 

values as vertical distances on graphs, or whether it contributes to an image of ordered 

pairs as points moving along a curve.

Reactions to M athematical C or^ict

The current study’s tasks on limitations o f tables and graphs intentionally 

presented mathematically conflicting information. These mathematical conflicts were 

explicitly pointed out to students, and practical (non-mathematical) resolution of those 

conflicts was discouraged. Each task in this study was introduced and motivated with a 

short paragraph sug^sting  that resolution of unexpected or conflicting information might 

be necessary in determining a limit situation based on a table or graph. When a  task 

presented conflicting information, this was explicitly stated. This was followed by
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questions asking for explanation o f the conflicting information either on the task itself or 

in subsequent interaction. In addition, students were asked if the given table and/or graph 

could be augmented, modified, o r “fixed” in such a way that the conflict was resolved.

This approach to mathematical conflict was based on difficulties other researchers 

have had with provoking mental conflict and mathematical resolution. Williams (1991) 

investigated second semester calculus students’ understanding of limits of fimctions by 

attempting to provoke conflict, and found that provoking conflict was extremely difficult 

to accomplish due to students’ beliefs that mathematics is a  collection o f arbitrary and 

disconnected facts, formulas, rules and procedures, with no real cohesive harmony. 

Moreover, on the few occasions when conflict was evoked, stucfents responded in 

unexpected ways, for example, by deciding that the conflicts represented anomalous 

circumstances, and so they need not concern themselves with resolving the conflict. 

Sierpinska (1987) used this same approach with similar results, suggesting the 

modification employed in the current study.

Summary

The interview tasks in the current study were designed to point out several 

different causes of limitations of both numerical and gr^hical evidence in analyzing 

limit situations. This involved presenting conflicting representations and requiring 

students to analyze and resolve the conflicts. Table 2 shows the instances of poor 

representations presented to students over the course of the four interviews, and the 

causes o f each.
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Table 2

Numerical and Graphical Limitations Present in Interview Tasks

Causes

Representations 

Graphs Tables

Mathematical limitations

Insufficiently close x-values + +

Poor sample o f x-values +

Technological limitations

Subtraction inaccuracies + +

Pixel limitations +

Note. Each + indicates that the associated limitation was presented using the associated 

representation in at least one interview task.

Intuitive-Analytic Lim it Conjectures 

To evaluate students’ acquisition o f the fourth element of intuitive-analytic 

understanding of limits, the final interview task in the current study was designed to 

detect whether students would spontaneously produce multiple sources of evidence in 

determining a lim it situation, hi fact, students had the opportunity to determine the limit 

situation for certain, using the Squeeze Theorem, allowing questions eliciting students’ 

beliefs and understanding about the mathematical certainty of their evidence.

M ultiple Sources o f Evidence

Students in the current study were given only the formula of a function with 

highly oscillatory, damped behavior around the origin, and asked to determine the limit 

as X approached 0. Some researchers have found that students often rely on only one
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source of evidence in making a limit conjecture, with a  strong preference for ad hoc 

analysis of the function formula (Williams, 1991), or analysis of the graph (&vynck, 

1981; Lauten, Graham & Ferrini-Mundy, 1994, W illiams, 1991). Thus, the final 

interview task in the current study was designed so that if students produced only one 

source of evidence, they were asked to produce more evidence, either supporting their 

original conjecture or suggesting a modified conjecture.

M athematical Certainty

Students were asked in several different ways how certain they were about their 

answer. Hrst, students were asked to respond to two multiple-choice questions:

(1) How certain are you  that your conclusion is correct?
 absolutely certain
 fairly certain, but there is room for doubt
 not at all certain
(2) How certain do you expect everyone else should be that your 

conclusion is correct?
 absolutely certain
 fairly certain, but there is room for doubt
 not at all certain

These multiple-choice questions were inspired by Mason, Burton and Stacey’s approach 

(1982, as cited in Tall, 1992) to eliciting increasing levels o f conviction from students 

about their conjectures. The choices were adapted from Fishbein, lirosh  and Vfelamed’s 

questions asking students for their level of confidence about conjectures involving the 

notion of infinity. Second, students were asked whether they felt they had produced an 

estimated guess or had determined the limit for certain. Hnally, students who expressed 

doubts were asked to explain the source(s) of their doubts.

It was anticipated that students might not articulate their sense of certainty or 

doubts in terms o f the mathematical soundness of their methods. This expectation
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stemmed from other researchers’ observations about students’ perceptions of

mathematical truth. Williams (1991) found anxmg students in his study that.

It was an article of faith that no gsoend description o f limit w m ted for all 
cases; **I don’t think there is a definition that is going to fulfill every 
function there is.” Mathematical truth, then, was truth for particular cases 
(p. 232).

He also found that some students held incomplete, but very robust conceptions o f limit 

which could be reconciled with many counterexamples “by considering them either as 

exceptions or as cases to which limits would not apply” (p. 232). Lauten, Graham and 

Ferrini-Mundy (1994) and Ferrini-Mundy and Graham (1994) had âm ilar findings. 

Summary

The interview tasks in the current study culminated in a problem designed to 

detect students’ spontaneous methods for determining a limit situation, and to elicit their 

beliefs about the mathematical certainty of their methods. Sources o f each student’s 

apparent certainty or doubt were sought as comparisons to those revealed in the existing 

literature.
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CHAPTERS

Method

This research employed a qualitative design involving four interviews witfi each 

o f 10 Erst-semester calculus students. During each interview^ students worked on 

mathematical tasks involving ideas related to limits. The primary rfara consist o f 

students’ written work and oral comments elicited during the interviews. These data 

were analyzed for patterns o f analytical thinking and knowledge use employed by each 

student, within each interview and across all four interviews.

Participants

Sampling

Participants were studbnts in a single section (128 students) o f a first-semester 

calculus class (described below) at a large comprehensive state university. Students were 

selected on the basis o f a  background questionnaire (see Appendix A) given during the 

firstw eekof the £alI1998 semester. The background questionnaire asked students to 

indicate previous mathematics courses, experierree with graphing calculators, experience 

with the topic o f mathematical limits, and whether they would be ‘̂ willing to participate 

in a  study about how first-semester calculus students develop an understanding o f 

mathematical Imnts”. The criteria for selection, in additicm to a  willingness to
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participate, were

(a) no previous calculus course, w

(b) little to no expoience with the topic of maAematical limits (determined by a 

response of: ‘*none’*, “briefly introducecT, or “I have learned the techniques but no 

Üiecxy* to the questionnaire item asking about prior experience with the topic of 

mathematical limits. )

Among d »  46 students indicating a pœsible willingness to participate, 24 students 

satisfied one or both criteria above, and were given more information about the study (see 

Appendix B). Of these 24 students, 14 agreed to  participate in the study, and 10 were 

included in the final sampled Amcmg these 10 students, 5 were enrolled in the 

researcher’s assigned discussion sections, and 5 were students in another teaching 

assistant’s discussion sections^.

Protection o f Human Subjects

The use of human subjects in this research was approved (see Appendix C) by the 

University of Oklahoma’s Institutional Review Board.

To protect dreir confidentiality, subjects are not identifiable fiom raw or refined 

riatq. Subjects’ names and student identificatitm numbers on the background 

questiormahes w oe removed. Each student was assigned a numerical code, which was 

the only identifying code on his or her background survey, writtm  interview work, and 

audio cassette labels. In addition, each student was assigned a pseudonym to be used in

‘ Four students were dropped. Two could not schedule their & st interviews within the 
third week. One student was not a native speaker o f English, making it difficult to 
distinguish his lawgiiagg pwnhl«ma fmm his nwthmnirical difficulties. The fourth Student 
exhibited extraardinary difficulty with even very baâc questions, suggesting he was 
inappropriately placed in calculus, and thus not a  member o f the population o f interest
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this (fissotatiofi and any subsequent publications.

Subjects in dûs study were volunteos. To assure th an  that refusal to participate 

would involve no penalty to their course grade, students were mformed of this three 

times: on the background survey, information handout, and consent form (see Appendix 

D). To support the assurance that students need not fear grade penalties, they were 

informed on the information handout that the course instructor would not know the 

names of the study participants.

Subjects were informed both on die inf(»mation handout and the consent form 

that time devoted to the interviews might cost them study time. They were assured that if 

they felt the time commitment was having a negative impact on their course work, then 

they were &ee to discontinue their participation, with no penalty to their grade.

Course Description 

This course followed a lecture-discussion fonnaL Hfty-minute lectures were 

presented to the entire class on Mondays, Wednesdays and Eridays by a full professor, 

and 50-minute discussions were held for groups of 20-25 students by the researcher and 

another graduate teaching assistant. All six discussion sections m a  between the 

Wednesday and Friday lectures, primarily to discuss hmnework, which was collected 

weekly on Fridays. Specific emphases varied from one discussion section to another 

each week, depending on students* questions.

Course topics r o u ^ y  followed those in the textixxik, Stewart’s CakubtSy 3"* 

edition (1995). A  review o f functions was presented o v a  the first five lectures. Then die 

tangent line and velocity problems were introduced, which motivated the limit concept

 ̂Each tgachmg asMstanf was responsible for grading homework o f his/her own students. 
Overall, these homework assignments counted 5% towards students’ final course grades.
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The Hnût concept was first treated infonnaily» followed by lim it laws. The 6 -6  definition 

of a limit was not covered. Then concepts o f continuity and differentiability were 

presented, followed by applications of dnivatives.

Graphing calculators were required o f all students in the course, and were used 

during lectures and discussions, primarily to compute function values and draw graphs of 

functions, often in tandem. Graphs and numerical data were nearly always analyzed in 

terms of expected behavior, function properties and the limitations of technology. The 

textbook supported the use of graphing calculators by presenting examples and exercises 

that illuminated their advantages and disadvantages. Graphing calculator-based 

homework problems were assigned on a  regular basis to reinforce these ideas.

The professor was approached before the study for permission to conduct the 

study with his students. This particular professor was known to use graphing calculators 

hi previous semesters, and in particular, m focus attention on Aeir weaknesses. He was 

informed that the study would investigate students’ intuitive notions of the limit concept 

through interviews and would require no effort on his p a rt hiitially, he expressed 

reservations about how helpful his instruction would be to students involved in such a 

study, since he had no intention o f covering the 6 -6  definition of lim it and didn’t really 

perceive his instruction in this course to involve “teaching Ihmts”. After assurances that 

only intuitive limit icfeas were being investigated, and that the omission of the 6 -6  

definition of limit would not negatively impact the study, he agreed.

He was not requested to design his instruction or tailor homework assignments to 

parallel tasks in the study. He did see the tasks in the study, but not until the third week 

o f lectures, when the first interviews were already in  progress, and most of the material
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on intuitive lim it ideas had already been presented in the course.

Interview Tasks

Four sets o f tasks were constructed, evolving fiom examining local behavior of 

functions to  conjecturing the existence or non-existence of specified limits, based on 

tables or graphs, in increasingly difficult situations. The four interviews roughly 

followed the four elements of intuitive-analytic understanding of the lim it concept, with 

each interview focusing on one or more of these elements. Graphing calculators were 

allowed on the last three sets of tasks.

Several common threads linked die tasks to one another. First, consistency and 

representativeness o f graphs, tables and formulas were emphasized throughout Second, 

numerous exanqiles o f local function behavior were provided, but for most limit 

situations, the functions were not defined at the point in question. Third, each task was 

introduced with a  motivating itfea.

Interview  /  — M ultiple Representations o f Local Function Behavior

This interview focused on the first element of intuitive-analytic understanding of 

limits, namely, the ability to analyze functions locally in both graphical and numerical 

settings. The objectives were to atam ine students’ methods of recognizing the same 

local function behavior in graphical, numerical, and symbolic representations; and 

determine students’ preferences for graphs, tables, or function formulas.

The task (see Appendix E) involved five three-way matching problems. Students 

were given formulas for five functions, all undefined at x = 3 , but with different behavior 

nearx = 3:
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g i x )  =  ^

h(x)

{x-3f  

X* -5 x + 6
x - 3

ÏX -:
p{x) =

x - 2  If x < 3  
x - 3  ÿ  x > 3

r(x) =

Students (a) chose which graph (among 8 choices) matched each function, (b) chose 

which table (among 8 choices) matched each function, and (c) explained in 3-5 written 

sentences how they chose the graph and table for a particular function.

There were five versions o f fins task: in part (c), each student explained his or her 

reasoning for only one of the five functions. All tables contained the same x-values, 

starting widi x  = 2, ending w ith x = 4 , and intermecfiate x-values approaching 3. Each 

table matched one of the graphs, so it was possible to match a table and a graph, and for 

neither to mamh the formula.

The first of two questionnaires was given at the end of this interview. Four 

multiple-choice items conqnised dus questionnaire (see Appendix F), each requesting a 

brief explanation. These items asked for preferences for graphs, tables, or formulas; and 

far be lief about the usefiilness of these representations when describing a function to a 

fellow student.

Interview 2  -  Intuitive Lim it Conjectures and their Q u a lif^ g  Factors

This interview focused on both die second and third elements of intuitive-analytic 

understanding of limits. First, the ability to draw correct intuitive limit conclusions from 

accurate graphs and tables was addressed. Second, the possibility was raised that graphs
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and tables can be inaccurate. The objectives were to explore how students conjectured a 

lim it s existence w  non-existence based on a representative graph o r table; examine how 

students decided whether a graph or table represented the true nature of a function’s local 

behavior, and determine if students recognized causes of poor g ra tis  or tables.

Two different tasks were given, each designed in graphical and numerical 

versions (see Appendices G and H). Students completed either the graphical versions, or 

the numerical versions of both tasks. The first task^, presented a representative graph 

(table of (Kdered pairs) of a rational function, without the function fwmula. Students (a) 

conjectured the existence or non-existence of three lim its, and (b) for each potential limit, 

either conjectured a  limit value or explained why the limit did not exist.

The second task^ presented three graphs (tables of ordered pairs) of the function

X

along with the function formula. Only one graph (table) represented the true nature of the 

function near the origin. Students (a) chose the most representative graph (table), (b) 

determined what the chosen gr^th (table) implied about the limit as x  approached 0, and

(c) explained how the other grandis (tables) misled them about Im g (x ).

Interview 3 — M ultiple Representations o f U m it Situations

This interview om tinued the focus on the third element of intuitive-analytic 

understanding of the Umit co n ce^  and began to focus on the fourth elemenL Here, the 

possibiUty was raised that graphs and taWes can be inconsistent with one another, or

 ̂This problem was not expUcitly adapted fipom any source, but is quite similar to several 
problems in the textbook, (Stewart, 1995).

This problem was adapted fiom  an exercise in the textbook (Stewart, 1995). See 
Discussicm 4 in Appendix O fw  Stewart’s version.
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consistent with one another but still inaccurate. In addition, the issue o f multiple sources 

of evidence to justify a lim it conjecture was introduced. The objectives were to examine 

how students decided, in light of conflicting or consistent representations, when a graph 

or table represented the true nature of a function’s local behavior; and see if  students 

generated new and better information about particular limit situations in the face of poor 

and conflicting information.

Two tasks comprised this interview (see Appendix I). In the first task^, students 

were given the formula

r(x)

a misleading table of ordered pairs, and a fairly representative graph of a function. The 

table and graph clearly contradicted one another. Students (a) decided if the table was 

representative, (b) decided if  the graph was representative, and (c) decided what was true 

about lim r(x).
x-tO

hi the second task , students were given the formula

a misleading table o f ordered pairs, and a misleading g r^ h  o f a function. The table and 

g r^ h  did not contradict one another, except at the point at which the limit was to be 

determined Students (a) decided if the table and graph contradicted one another, (b) 

decided if the table was representative, (c) decided if the graph was representative, and

(d) decided what was true about lim h(x).
x-*0

 ̂This problem was adapted from an example in the tex&ook, (Stewart, 1995). 
 ̂This problem was adapted fium  a  task given by W illiams (1991).
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Interview 4  -  bO uitive-Anatytic Lim it Corgectures

This interview focused on the fourth element of an intuitive-analytic 

understanding of lim its, namely the ability to produce multiple sources of evidence to 

justify a limit conjecture, and know whether this evidence leaves room for doubt The 

objectives were to describe students’ chosen strategies in analyzing a limit situation; and 

evaluate students’ convictions about their conjecture, and about the value o f intuitive 

limit ideas in analyzing lim it situations.

The task involved one multi part problem^ (see Appendix J). Given just the 

function formula

f i x )

students decided what was true about lim /(x ) , producing their own evidence. In
x-*0

addition, students indicated whether they were convinced their conjecture was right, and 

whether others should be convinced their conjecture was r i^ t .  hi the event that students 

failed to produce multiple sources of evidence to justify their conjecture, they were asked 

to produce additional evidence to either support their original conjectiue or to indicate 

that their original conjecture should be modified.

The second o f two questionnaires was given at the end of this interview (see 

Appendix K). This was a  follow-up to the first questionnaire, with four parallel items. 

These items asked students for their preferences for graphs, tables, or function formulas; 

and for their b e lie f about the usefulness of these representations when making educated 

guesses about lim it situations.

 ̂This problem was not explicitly adapted ficom any source, but is quite sim ilar to several 
problems in the m tix x ^  (Stewart, 1995).
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Data Collection

Random assignment. T k  five versions of the task in interview 1 and the two 

versions o f the tasks in interview 2 were counterbalanced, and 14 file folders were 

produced, each containing one of the ten possible collections of interview tasks. These 

14 collections of interview tasks were then randomly assigned to subjects prior to the first 

interview.

Interview protocols. For each phase of interviews, a pre-established protocol was 

used (see Appendix L) to ensure timely completion of the interviews and uniformity of 

oral instructions and baseline oral questions. The baseline oral questions for the second, 

third and fourth sets of interviews were produced after preliminary analyses of the 

previous set o f interviews. This allowed for follow-up questions and probes m issues that 

arose in eariier interviews, h i addition to following the interview protocols, the 

researcher audiotaped each interview, took notes during each interview, and used a 

stopwatch to note time periods devoted to task completion, and to intnactions.

Class notes. To provide context to students’ responses in the interview tasks, the 

researcher took extensive notes during all lectures, writing what the instructor wrote on 

the blackboard, describing graphing calculator tasks, writing the instructor’s questions 

and especially writing comments indicative of his viewpoints on graphing calculator- 

based conclusions.

Data Preparation

Demographics. The background data were summarized by gender and by high 

school graduating class, hi addition, demographics on the final sample of students and 

the entire class were compiled for comparison purposes.
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TransdptUms. Interview tapes were transcribed as completely and as accurately 

as possible. In particular, all verbal interactions were transcribed, brief pauses (usually 

shorter than S seconds) were indicated with ellipsis maries and long pauses (usually 

at least 5 seconds) were timed with a stopwatch so the length of a pause could be noted. 

Students* recorded comments were compared with their written work and the 

researcher’s interview notes, leading to parenthetical remarks within the transcripts 

(bscribing students* actions during the interaction. In some cases, there were brief 

periods of audible but indeterminable dialogue. These periods were indicated with 

blanks ( ____ ).

Content summaries. Class notes were summarized to establish the course content 

to which students were exposed prior to each interview. To validate their accuracy, these 

summaries were compared to notes taken by the other teaching assistant. In addition, the 

content was cross-referenced with students* actaai. interview dates, to detect possible 

differences due to different content exposure.

Data Analysis

Data M atrices

Three data matrices were designed to help organize the task-response data for 

each student These three matrices (described in (ktail below) focused on (a) intuitive- 

analytic understanding of limits, (b) influence of function knowledge, and (c) influence of 

graphing calculator use within each o f the four interviews. Each cell of each data matrix 

contained relevant evidence about a particular student’s responses, in a particular 

interview, pertaining to a specific element o f that matrix’s theme.

The evidence in the data matrices consisted of students’ analytical thinking and
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knowledge use exbiW ed in their written and oral responses, or indicated in the 

researcho^s interview notes. Anatyticcd thinking is taken to mean students' diought- 

processes, whether correct and appropriate or not, employed in making decisions during 

the course of solving a problem. Knowledge use is taken to mean a student’s collection 

of “knowledge”, correct and appropriate or not, on which his or her thought processes 

depend.

M atrix on intuitive-analytic understanding o f lim its. This matrix contained a 

column for each interview, and a row for each of the four elements of intuitive-analytic 

understanding o f lim its. The first interview did not address the second, third, or fourth 

elements o f intuitive-analytic understanding of limits. The second interview did not 

address the fourth element o f intuitive-analytic understanding of lim its. Thus there were 

four empty cells in this matrix.

M atrix on ir^uence {^fim ction knowledge. This matrix contained a column for 

each of interviews 2 ,3 , and 4, and four rows addressing the sub-questions of research 

question 2: (a) analysis of local behavior, (b) consistency among representations (c) 

accuracy o f representations, and (d) evaluation o f the influence of function knowledge.

A separate cell with data fiom interview 1 provided context for the data on function 

knowledge in subsequent interviews.

M atrix an it^btence o f graphing calculator use. This matrix contained five 

columns, one for each task on which a student might have used a  graphing calculator 

task 2 of interview 2, tasks 1 and 2 of interview 3, questions 1-3 and questions 4-6 of 

interview 4. The fiwnr rows addressed the sub-questions o f research question 3. Each cell 

of the first row indicated whether and when the student used gttçhing calculator, by
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maries in a checklist: none, before writing, during writing, andAx* after writing («bning 

interaction). Each cell of the second row described how the student used the graphing 

calculator and whether those uses were spontaneous or pom pted, by marks in a checklist: 

draw grrqph, set window, zoom in/out, trace, otim ; compute values, unknown use. The 

third row was devoted to a  written description of the order o f events for that task.

Finally, the fourth row was devoted to evaluation of the influence o f gragHnng calculator 

use.

Detection, VaUdation and Use o f Patterns

By student For each student, data were examined within the three task-based 

matrices to generate preliminary catepxies of analytical thinkh% and knowledge use. 

These preliminary categories were modified and refined by re-analyzing the written 

work, transcripts, and interview notes to identify supporting o r contradictory data.

Each student’s responses to the two questionnaires were transferred to a fourth 

data matrix for compariscm o f responses to parallel questions. Relevant transcript data, 

whether supportive or contradictory, were included in the matrix to allow a comparison 

of questionnaire responses to spontaneous comments during the interviews.

Across students. The three sets of task-based data matrices were analyzed in a 

three-step procedure. H rst, the data were analyzed within interviews. Patterns of 

analytical thinking and knowledge use within each interview provided evidence 

addressing the research objectives underiying that intorview. Sectxid, the matrices were 

analyzed within matrix sub-dtemes. Patterns of analytical thinking and knowledge use 

within each matrix sub-theme provided evidence addressing the sub-questions of the 

overall research questions. Finally, Ae evidence accumulated in the first two steps was
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analyzed to  detect emerging relationships between the answers to the sub-questions, 

providing a  plausible picture of these students* intuitive-analytic understanding of limits, 

and the influence of their fimctitm knowledge and graphing calculator use on this 

understanding.
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CHAPTER4 

Data Sommaries

Data are summarized in three sections, beginning with data firom the background 

questionnaire, hiterview data ate summarized by interview, and illustrated using 

individual students’ responses. Finally, interview questionnaire data are summarized by 

item.

Students' Backgrounds

Data firom the background questionnaire (Appenchx A) are presented in Appendix 

M  Each table reports demogrsqrfiics by gender and high school graduating class, and 

includes totals for the entire course and for the final sample o f students in the study.

Relative to the entire course, several biases appeared in ti»  final sample, some 

unintentional and others due to the selection criteria. First, the final sample was 

unintentionally biased in fiavor of male participants, against engineering majors, and in 

favor o f little gnq>hing calculate experience, as is shown in Tables M l, M2, and M4, 

respectively. Second, the final sample was intentionally biased towards students with no 

prior calculus courses, and with little experience with lim its, as is shown in Tables M3 

and M6, respectively.

On the remaining questimmaire itmns, the distributions of responses were roughly
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comparable for the entire course and Ae final sanq)Ie. In particular, both groups wane 

(unnarily fieshmen wiA few indicating an intention to  major or minor in math (see Table 

M2). Most students expected the grs^hing calculator to be very helpful to Amn in 

learning calculus, liked com putes and calculators a lot, felt Aey had average to high 

aptituofe wiA computers and calculators, and felt they had average to high aptitude wiA 

maA (see Tables M4, MS and M6).

Interviews

Interviews were conducted between A e third and eighA weeks o f the fall 1998 

sem es^  (see Appendix N  for a schedule). The interview data are presented sequentially. 

To provide context for each interview, A e course content up to Aat point in the semester 

is briefly summarized (see Appendix O for full d^ails on lecture and homework content). 

Overall results for each interview are Aen presented, along wiA selected student 

responses to illustrate or qualify general conclusions.

Interview I

Context. The lectures prior to interview 1 involved functions, intuitive lim it ideas, 

limit laws, slopes o f tangent lines, and instantaneous velocity. The graphing calculator 

was introduced in the first week wiA a  worksheet (see Appendix P), and from A at point 

on, was used to compute function values and draw gra^ihs, nearly always in tandem. 

Graphing calculator-based graphs were nearly always analyzed wiA respect to computed 

function values, «cpected function behaviors, or related graphs, often Aar A e purpose of 

pointing out the limitations of the graphing calculator.

General results. Students’ approaches to this triple-matching task were 

characterized by two dem ents. H rst, their formula-based expectations were minimal.
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especially with asymptt)tic and oscillatory behaviors. Eithor they did not immediately 

recognize a function's local behavior, or one feature <foniinated their analysis. Second, 

ordered pairs ruled their choices, at least initially. Jason and B rad's approaches to this 

task illustrate these conclusions.

Students' difficulties with asympmtic and oscillatory behaviors can be seen in 

their graph-table choices for the functions

/ W = —^  andf(x)

Table 3 shows the distribution o f students' triple-matches on this task. Each table cell 

represents one o f the 64 possible graph-table choices. Graphs (rows) and tables 

(colurrms) are listed so Aat the e i^ t  main diagonal cells represent Ae eight correct 

graph-table matches, hr addition, Ae first five main A r^pnal cells represent Ae graph- 

table pairs corresponding A the functions/, g, k, and r, respectively. A letter within a 

cell mdicates that a student matched A at function's formula wiA A at cell's graph-table 

pair. For example, Ae upper left cell contains fo u r/s , indicating A at four students 

matched Ae formula for function /A  graph C and table EL The table also shows initial 

choices in parenAeses. hi every case, an initial choice was c h an ^ d  A  a correct choice.

Notice that only four o f A e ten students selected A e correct graph-table pair for 

Ae function /  and two of Aose four initially chose mcorrect graphs. Four students 

selected graph A: a  piecewise linear graph wiA ajm np a tx  — 3. Three students (two, 

initially) selected graph G, a  highly oscillatory graph. One student could not decide on a 

graph. The conclusion that students A d not eipect asympAtic behavior fiom this 

function is reinforced by A eir apparent success wiA Ae function g, which also has 

asympAtic behavior.
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Tables

Distribution o f Triple M atches in baerview 1 Task

Tables

Graphs H F A B D G E C Blank

C ffff (g) g

H (f*>
ggggg

gg

D
hhhhh
hhhh

P
(hXh)

E (h)
ppppp
PPPP

G (fXOf t ttttt

B g

F g t t

A f h fff

Blank f tt

Note. A letter within a cell indicates that a  student matched that function's fonnula with 

that cell's graph-table pair. Each main diagonal cell represents a  matching table and 

graph, the first five representing correct matches for the functions^; g ,h ,p  and t, 

respectively. Letters in parentheses represent initial (or second*) choices. Letters 

without parentheses represent final choices.
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Notice that only five students selected the correct graph-table pair for the function 

t. One student selected the correct graph, and two others selected the other oscillatory 

g r^h . The remaining two students could not decide between the two oscillatory graphs. 

Some students expected oscillatory behavior since the function formula involved the sine 

function, but simply guessed between the two oscillatory graphs.

Students’ dependence on computing ordered pairs was evident from both their 

problem-solving approaches and their explanations of their choices shown in Table 4 and 

Table 5. Nine students actually computed ordered pairs with pencil and paper with at 

least one function while completing this task. Hve students’ explanations referred to 

“plugging in points’* or “substituting values’*.

Table 4

Written Explanations fo r  Correct Triple M atches in Interview 1 Task 

Students Explanations

g{x)=  ^
(x -3 )^

Brad To find the graph, I found the graph that skyrocketed as it approached

graph H *3’. Since I know that when you take decimals and square them and

table F then divide very small #*s by I you gpt huge ou^uts.

Laura The table I figured out by plugging in points and using the process of

g r^ h  C, H  elimination. For a  while, I though [sic] the graph was C because I 

table F figured that the higher the x-value (after 3) the closer the graph would

be to zero. Then (as I was writing this) I realized that the same would 

be true with negative values with a high absolute value. Because there 

is a  a  [sic] square in the denominator and a  positive number on top the 

graph can never cross Ae x-axis and become negative so it is R  The 

numbers really close to 3 result in high values.

(table continues)
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Students Explanations

Brandon 

graph D 

table A

Matt 

graph D 

table A 

Paul 

graph D 

table B, A

-5 x + 6
x - 3

(x —3)(x—2)I factored the polynomial in to -----------------  and reduced it to (x -  2) to
X —3

help me find out what the line looked like. But I kept in mind that the 

fimction was undefined a tx =  3.

My first reaction was plugin [sic] numbers finom tables. Then it was 

factored out on top and (x—3) was cancelled on top and bottom leaving 

(x -  2). Then I used the table to find the graph.

I factored the fimction into —— —— . I then proceeded to cancel
X —3

out the 2 (x-3)*s, leaving me with the equation ^ x ) = (x - 2). Then, I 

plugged in points to find the table and graph, while seeing if the 

answers I got made logical sense with what I thought the graph would 

look like.

Jason 

graph G 

table D 

Nfike 

graph G 

table D

P i x )  =
x —2 i f  x < 3  
x - 3  i f  x > 3

Josh First, I saw that there was a  hole at 3. [substituted values for the first

graph E equation and loolœd it [sic] its graph. Then I did the same for the

table B second equation.

f(x)

Using Ae first equation, I noticed that y  rose quicker A e closer it got to 

3 which would make Ae period on Ae last equation shorter as it 

approached 3.

I used Ae info that 0.84147 =  sin l so I guessed Aat -0.84147 = sin-1. 

Using this I  picked table D and by using Ae stats on table D I  chose 

graph G.
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Tables

Written E:q^anations for Incorrect Triple Matches m hiterview 1 Task

Students Explanations

Mark 

graph A 

table C

f i x )  = 1
x - 3

First, I just put the variables into the functions and tried to find the set 

of numbers that held true throughout the entire se t After I picked out 

those, I used them to see if  those points matched the lines on the graph. 

The t(x) function has me stumped because I just can’t remember what 

sin-l is.

1
(x -3 )"

Alan I tried to simplify the numerator first Next I substituted x values,

graph C Hnely [sic] I  made an educated guess as to the graph,

table E

Jason’s approach. Ultimately, Jason made correct matches for each function, but 

he had trouble with the graph of / ( x )  =  I /(x -3 ) . He began by choosing graph G, with 

the h i^ y  oscillatory behavior, for dûs functiort hi fac t Jason began the task by 

computing or&red pairs: he computed the ordered pairs (0 ,1 /3 ), (1,1/2), and (2,-1), all 

of which appear to be points on graph G. Jason was one of three students who did this. 

AH three were convinced (at least hutially) by their ordered pairs that this was the correct 

grqph o f/.

hi explaining his choices for the trigonometric function, Jason appeared to have 

made a reasonably good connection between the functions / ( x )  -  l/(x -3 )  and 

f(x) =  sin(V (x-3)), writing.
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Using die first equation, I  noticed that y rose quicker the closer it got to 3 
which would make the petiod on the last equation shorter as it aproached 
[sic] 3.

But there were two oscillatory graphs, and his explanation does not indicate why he

chose one over the other. When asked about this, he revealed that he wasn’t really sure

about his answer, saying,

I knew it was one of these two [pointing to gaphs F and G] and I kind of 
guessed it was that one [grtqih G] because that one looked more like a sine 
wave than that one... but I think it may have been that one too. I don’t 
know. It was one of the two.

Upon asking him what he meant by "this one looks more like a sine wave”, he replied

A sine wave kind of goes like this: [drawing a graph of sin(x) on [-n, it] 
widiout axes]... and that one [pointing to graph F], it started out, it kind of 
was a W or something.

Essentially, Jason’s focus was on the oscillatory behavior of the fimction, and he

appeared to apply his knowledge of sin(x) by way of a global comparison with graphs F

and G.

Bradys approach. Brad made three incorrect choices. Like Jason, Brad selected

graph G for the fimction /(x )  = I/(x —3 ), based on ordered pairs he had computed.

However, Brad did not recognize this error, and it subsequently caused erroneous choices

for the fimction t(x )= sin (I/(x -3 )).

Upon asking Brad if he was able to use his knowledge of some fimctions to help

him figure out some o f the others, he responded,

I used process of elimination to figure out which one the sine one was. 
Because I  knew it had to  be one of these, either F  o r G. Since I already 
put G  for the first one, I ju st chose this other one, and then I figured out 
the corresponding table.

He clearly knew the trigonometric fimction had to match either graph F  or graph G, and
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yet saw no contradiction in having matched graph G to die function /(x )  = l /(x -3 ) . hi 

fact, at no point during the interaction did this occur to him.

Brad's written explanation of his choices for the hmction gix) = \ j{x~3Ÿ  makes 

it clear that his undostanding o f this function’s local behavior was based on computing 

ordered pairs:

To find the grsqrfi I found the graph that skyrocketed as it approached 3 '.  
Since I know that when you take decimals and square them and then 
(hvide very sm all #’s by 1 you g tt huge outputs.

In fact, he did compute ordered pairs for the function g  as well as for the functions/and

p , the piecewise linear function. At the same time, it is clear that, a lthou^ he knew the

graph of g  "skyrocketed" as it approached 3, this knowledge did not transfer to the graph

off.  Brad’s responses to this task suggest that he has little or no sense of what type o f

local fimction behavior to expect based on a function formula.

Interview !

Context. At this point in the semester, all of the mrÿor limit ideas had been 

presented, including limit laws, the Squeeze Theorem, and computation of derivatives 

using limits. The graphing calculator had been used in class to point out limitations of 

both graphs and tables in predicting limits. Students had just completed the third 

homework assignment the previous Friday, which covered intuitive limit ideas both 

graphically and numerically, in  particular, students saw a  problem similar to task 2 in 

lecture, and were assigned the texdxxik problem on which task 2 was based in 

homework. See lecture 7 and discussion 4 summaries in Appendix O.

General results. R rst, in conjecturing limits 6om  tables and graphs, students 

initially tended to restrict A eir attention to particular locations in Ae table or graph. For
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example, with tables, several looked at ordered pairs only to one side o f the point in 

question, or, even more restrictive, looked at just one ordered pair next tt> the point in 

question. For graphs, some first looked for a point or hole at the pertinent x-vaiue. 

Second, many stuctents turned to the graphing calculator to draw a graph to compare to 

the given graphs or tables in the second task. These students took the calculator’s graph 

as the standard. Third, students’ understanding of the causes o f poor graphs or tables was 

very vague. They had a general notion that round-off errors would cause problems, and 

believed diat the calculator could not ‘iiandle” small numbers. The effects o f these 

limitations on numerical computations seemed quite believable (althou^  mysterious) to 

most students, but they seemed unable to  grasp the effects that computational limitations 

would have on the calculator’s ability to  draw accurate and representative graphs.

Students’ written responses to the three lim it situations in this interview’s first 

task are presented Table 6, T ^ le  7, and Table 8, respectively. Table 6 indicates that all 

nine students “correctly” determined the existence of a  limit at the removable singularity, 

but Mark believed this was simply due to the function being undefined a tx =  1. Eight 

students “correctly” determined that A e lim it was 6, but Laura determined this by an 

“averaging” process based on the function values in Ae table closest to x =  1. Table 7 

inAcates that eight students “correctly” (kterm ined Ae non-existence of a  lim it at Ae 

vertical asymptote, but most explained this by saying Ae left hand limit was different 

fipom Ae right hand limit, wiA Josh and Paul not recognizing the vertical asymptote. 

Mark reiterated his notion that the non-existence of a function value at the point of 

mterest implies the limit must exist. Table 8 shows some variety m responses, wiA six 

students believing the limit existed at the point o f continuity. Mark and Brad (kcided the
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limit (fid not exist because the fbnctioa was defined a tx = 4 . Matt decided the limit did 

not exist, based (m a hasty penisal of the table: by focusing cmly on tte  n ^ a ti ve and 

(undersmod) positive signs on the function values, he concluded this was the same as the 

previous limit situation. Notice that Laura le fo s to her '̂ averaging" process used in the 

first limit situation, and that Paul seems to have only l(X)ked at the limit finom the le ft 

Tabled

Written Responses to Removable Singularity Lim it Situation in Interview 2 Task 1

Students E DNE Explanation oc suggested lim it value fw  lim /  (x)

Numerical version

Jason ✓ 6

Josh ✓ 6 because the left and right hand limits a^^noach 6

Laura ✓ 6 both .999 and 1.000 are equal distance from 1 and their 

cortesponcfing y  values are equicfistance [sic] fiom 6

Mark ✓ I think that this exists since at the x-value 1 it is undefined 

The limit is undefined as it approaches fiom the left and the 

light.

Matt ✓ The y  values approacdi 6 fiom  both sides

Paul ✓ 6 As X gets closo* to 1, the y  values get progressively closer 

to  6. At l ,x  is actually undefined

Graphical versi(m

Brad ✓ 6

Brandon ✓ 6

AÆke ✓ ( / ) A e whole [sic] on Ae graph a tx =  1 tells me thaty(x) is 

u n d ^ n e d a tx s  1 (at least Fm  not shown a value on the 

graph in this range) but Im  =  6

Note. E s  exists. DNE =  does not exist ( / )  indicates an initial choice, later changetL
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Table?

Written Responses to Vertical Asymptote Limit Situation in Interview 2 Task 1

Students E DNE Explanation or suggested fimit value for Km /(x )

Numerical vertion

Jason ✓ Because lim / ( x )  #  Km /( x )x-»jr

Josh ✓ because the left and right hand limits are different 

Km /( x )  closer to +8000 Km /(x )  closer to -8000

Laura ✓ it locdts Kke there is an asymtopte [tic] at that pmnt and 

Km / ( x ) = »  Km / ( x )  = -o*
X -+ 2 T

Mark / I also heKeve that this exists since it is undefined at the x- 

valueof Z  The only (fiffetence is that die graph does not 

continue up, but decreases

Matt They values approach diffetem nombes [sic] depending on 

what tide it comes finxn

Paul ( / )
[student’s strike-through] The left and tight Kmits are not 

equal?

Graphical vemkm

Brad ( / ) ✓ bodi one sided limits are different

Brandon ✓ The Km is differs [sic] ftom  Kmx-*r x-»r

Mike ✓ the y-value can get as large as desired by taking a value oS x  

that is close oiough to 2 (ftmn the left) and the exact 

qpposite fimn the l i ^  so Km is undefined

Note. E s  exists. DNE s  does not exist ( / )  nxBcaks an initial choice, later changed.
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T ables

Written Responses to Point of Continuity Limit Situation in baerview 2 Task I

Students E DNE Explanation or suggested fimit value for fim f i x )

Numerical version

Jason / 0 [Initially wrote 4, but during intnaction indicated he had 

been thinking 0]

Josh / because the left and right hand limits are the same both 

aRNoachO

Laura / 0 for die same reason at [sic] the first question

Mark ✓ I don’t  believe that this limit exists because as it approaches 

4 and when it reaches 4 it has the value zero. This is why I 

do not believe dûs exists.

Matt ✓ same as above [PresumaMy, he is referring to his explanation 

for the limit as X approaches 2: The y values approach 

(fiffoCTt numbes [sic] depmding on what side it comes 

fiom].

Paul / 0 asxgetsclosa^to4 ,they  value becomes a analler and 

smaller negative#. Eventually it will reach 0

Graphical version

Brad ✓ at X 4 diere is a y-vahie; it doesn’t  skip

Brandon ✓ 0

Mike ✓ asxaRproaches 4 fimn both sides^fx) approaches 0 fiom  

both sides fim /(x ) = 0x-»4

Note. E s  exists. DNE s  does not ex ist

Students* written rcqxmses to this intovMw’s sectmd task are presatted in Table 

9. A lthou^  five students selected the “cottccI” graph cw table, namely A. each o f these 

students relied on a calculator-based graph to detennine his or her chace. Three students 

could not explain how the otho* tables/graphs would be misleadhig.
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Table 9

Written Responses to baerview 2 Task 2

Table/graph 

Students A B C Explanation o f tables/graphs

Jason

Josh

Laura

Mark

Matt

Paul

lin ig(x) = 0

the limit as 

x -» 0  o f g(x) 

=  1/3 

1/3

Numerical version

ft appears that it’s approaching 33 in A and 

3 2  in B.

they suggest the calculator is powerful 

enough to calculate these small numbers 

accurately, but it really is not 

for table C far ta  The x volueo are so close 

Table C: the values are se  [student’s strike

through] I don’t know 

The other table causes me to believe that this 

shows that this limit does not exist and that as x  approaches 

lim it « lists. zero that it goes to infinity.

It has a  lim it of They round off mo much 

1/3

That = ,3 Table B: 0  [ft doesn’t] show a smooth,

steady upward curve like my graph seems to 

indicam. ft jumps at some points. Table C: 

Shows the graph is practically horizontal, 

which isn’t the case according to my graph.

I dunk it

Brad

Brandon

Mike

Graphical version 

it =  0  noclue

.4 B -  no limit C - 0

/  because close to [blank] 

jc =  0 the curve 

/(x ) is at 0
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Pead’s (qfpro€u:h (numerical version). Paul's written response to the limit as x

approached 1 (there was a hole a tx =  I) seemed quite reasonable:

As X ̂ t s  closer to 1, the y-values get progressively closer to 6. At 1, x  is 
actually undefined.

However, he had difficulty with the lim it as x  approached 2 (there was an asymptote at x  

= 2), initially believing it was 8000. Now it appeared he was only paying attention to one 

side of the table, and focusing on the ordered pair next tox  = 2. This one-sided bias was 

also apparent in his written response to the lim it asx  approached4 (there was a root a tx  

= 4):

As X gets closer to 4, the y-value becomes a smaller and smaller negative 
#. Eventually it will reach 0.

After writing the above answer, Paul crossed out his explanation for the limit as x

approached 2, and wrote:

The left and r i ^ t  limits arc not equal?

I questioned why he originally th o u ^ t the lim it existed and what made him change:

Paul: I was looking at it [the lim it as x  approached 2] too one-sidely, and 
well. I, I  just recently learned in calculus that the, that the r i^ t -  and left- 
hand limits need to be, need to be the same in order for that lim it to exist. 
I: Okay.
Paul: And so, in, in all o f m y recent math experience, I hadn't been 
informed o f that, and so 
I: Okay.
Paul: I was just looking too narrowly, and just looking as it got close to 2 
&om one side, because that's all Fve ever done before 
I: Okay.
He: until last week.

Ifis focus on the ordered pair next to  x  s  2 in the table arose later in response to a

question about the limit as x  approached 2 firom the le ft

Paul: As x approaches 2 firom the le ft it looks like it gpts real large, like 
about 8000.
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I: Okay, would you say the fimit is equal to 8000?
Paul: Um, r d  uh, I suppose so. Yes. Yeah.
I: Okay, now why do you say that?
Paul: Just... m a^)e for the same reason that I said that, it seems like, like 
the closer it gets to 2 it starts to level off at about 8000, because that’s 
 that’s getting closer and closer to that, but it doesn’t exceed.

Essentially Paul treated the table as if it were complete, not thinking to extend the

behavior exhibited in the table to ordered pairs not displayed. When this possibility was

raised, then he re-evaluated his initial guess.

I: What would you expect, so, for example, if  I were to stick an extra x- 
value and y-coordinate in there 
Paul: Mhm.
I: and the x-value is 1.9999, four nines,
Paul: Okay.
I: What would you expect a y-value to be,
Paul: Um
I: based on this graph, uh, based on the table?
Paul: Based on the table... I would expect, well, looks like I made a 
mistake, now that you say that, with respect to, it looks like the decimal 
place moves. U m ... I  would expect it to be [pause o f 13 seconds] I don’t 
know, get larger? Because it almost, it almost seems now that I look at 
this a second time,
I: Mhm.
Paul: that it’s just getting incredibly huge, even as these, these little
numbers
I: M hm
Paul: get smaller.
I: Mhm.
Paul: So I would expect it to jump up. It would be a n  , so it looks
like I (fid have it wrong.
I: So, so then, tell me again, so what do you think now about the limit as x 
goes to 2 from the left?
Paul: Um, it’s probably infinite.

fii the second task in this interview, Paul began by drawing a graph o f the function

X

on his graphing calculator in the window [-5, S] x [-S, S]. Initially he was (xmfused by 

the grs^h produced by the calculator, so he checked to make sure that the function was
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entBied «xiectly. ft was suggested that he think about whatx-values were in the tables, 

and he tentatively decided to zoom in at the origin. After zooming in a second time, he 

still felt that the graph did not seem to make sense, because the function was supposed to 

be undefined a tx = 0 . Then a discussion ensued, largely dominated by the researcher, 

about how the graphing calculator draws graphs and that it will draw a few points and 

connect them with straight lines, often drawing through holes in the graph. After all of 

this (7.75 minutes was devoted to this entire interaction) it came out that he expected a 

vertical asymptote a tx = 0 , based on his observation of the x^ in the denominator o f the 

function formula.

Paul: Yeah, I was looking, I was looking for, like, a, um, something like 
this, [draws a pair o f axes and small piece o f a vertical asymptote to the 
left of the y-axis] something that that approached, but dithi’t quite get, I 
think that’s it
I: [hiteiTupting] Oh I see, so you’re thinking maybe there was a vertical 
asymptote at 0.
Paul: That’s what I was thinking, yeah, 
t  Okay.
Paul: And I was hoping that, yeah.

Now, earlier in the dialog, Paul indicated his intended strategy very clearly:

Fm going, what I  was planning on doing was, um, using, graphing this out 
and so decitfe, and if  that proves it, that, that some of the tables can be 
misleading. Then, um, look at each of the tables, at some values and try 
and get a sense of what the graph looked lilre it was going to be.

So he strongly expected asymptotic behavior at the origin, drew the graph (perhaps to

ascertain the nature of the asymptotic behavior) intending for the calculator-based graph

to be his standard of comparison, and was derailed by the graph that actually appeared.

After finally accepting that there might be a  hole at 0, he was able continue with the task.

Ultimately, Paul chose table A (the correct table) because it matched the graph on 

his graphing calculator, saying.
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I chose A  because um, because it's  ub, it looked, when I looked at the 
graph, it seemed like it was a, it was a steady parabola shape, upwards 
parabola shape, and um, this h « i the only values that seemed to fit with 
thaL

He responded to question 3, *'How do the othw  tables mislead you about the Im g (x ) ?”

by describing graphs that would match those tables, and comparing those imaginary

graphs to his calculator-based graph. When pressed, he responded that table C would

imply the limit as x  approached 0 was 0, and ventured that table B might imply the limit

was .3, but he really wasn’t sure.

When asked why the calculator would give incorrect output values, he responded.

Possibly because the calculator just isn’t capable of handling values that 
small, or maybe if we, if w e zoom in so close in attention, like, extrenœly 
close, o r too close, maybe it ju st starts to do, like, funky things, that, like, 
computationally, but when you look at it as a  whole, it d o ^ ’t.

About a minute later, he seemed to have a  new insight:

“I bet it’s ‘cause, it’s ‘cause the rounding off. The calculator is roimding 
off to significant figures, like on, like on how the tangent affects the x, 
because these values are a  lot sm aller, .”

Paul never seemed to have more than a vague sense that round off errors and lack of

ability to handle small numbers would cause computational problems. He still believed

the graph would be right. The message that tables can be misleading was not lost on

Paul, as will be clear in his responses to interview 3.

Interview 3

Context. A t this point in the semester, students had been working on 

computations o f tangent line slopes, velocities, instantaneous rates o f change, and 

doivatives using lim its. They had taken the first « a m , which included four lim it 

problems, one requiring the computation o f values and one requiring the Squeeze
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Theorem. Thesefourlim itproblCTis were gone over in lecture after the exam. The 

Squeeze Theorem was revisited in  tm k r to show

Bm— = 1,
x-tO  X

and this result was used to compute limits of othar ftmctions involving trigonometric 

ftmctions.

General Results, For m any students, the calculator-based graph was still the 

standard by which they decided whether a given graph or table represented the true nature 

of a function’s behavior. A t the same time, there is evidence that values given in tables 

were rejected o u tri^ t, but values produced with a graphing calculator were accepted as 

true. Students’ did not always generate new information about particular limit situations, 

and when they did, it was not always bettor information. Ultimately, many based their 

decisions about limit situations on poor information.

Students’ written responses to this interview’s first task are presented in Table 10. 

Notice that each of the three students incorrectly determining the representativeness of 

the table and graph initially believed die table was not representative. Even among those 

who correctly identified the representativeness of die table and graph, several used 

incorrect reasmnng to doerm ine that the limit did not exist.

Students’ written responses to this interview’s second task are presented in Table 

11. The four students deciding that the graph and table did contradict one another cited 

the discrepancy at the origin as dicdr reason. Notice that nearly every student conjectured 

that the limit existed and equaled 1. No oxte except Nfike seemed to have any expectation 

that this functitm should have a  vertical asymptote a tx s  0.
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Table 10

Written Responses to Interview 3 Task 1

Table Graph

Students Y N Y N Response to limr(x) %-*0

“Incorrect' evaluations of representativeness

Alan ( / ) ✓ It should not be as random as it aproaches 

[sic] 0.

Laura" ✓ ( / ) does not exist lim = 1 lim = —1wO- x-*0*

\fik e ✓ ( / ) ✓ it’s undefined

X o rtec f' evaluations of representativeness

Brad / ✓ it goes to zero

Brandon ( / ) / ✓ It doesn’t ex i^

Jason / ✓ It is undefined because lim t{x) ^  lim t(x)x-tO~ x-*0̂

Josh / ✓ it does not exist

Mark / ✓ I don’t think that this limit exists because it 

is hard to tell from the graph and the table 

doesn’t give me any reason to believe it 

exists.

Matt ✓ ✓ When it approaches 0 the graph shows the 

vaiience [sic] while the table shows a 

s tra i^ t line ± a t breaks at 0 and continues 

on the negative side.

Paul ✓ ✓ I think it approaches 0. When I put in 

really small decimal values o f x into the 

equation I get zero, and the graph seems to 

ossilate [sic] around that point.

Note. ( /  ) mdicates an initial choice, later changed.

"Laura's written response to die representativeness o f the graph is unclear.
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Table 11

Written Responses to Interview 3 Task 2

Table Graph

Students Y N Y N Response to limA(jc)

Yes: table and graph contradict one another

Brad ✓ i t= l

Josh ✓ ( /* ) it approaches 1

Mark ✓ I think the lim it exists according to the 

table, but I am not for sure because of what 

the graph depicts.

Paul" ✓ I suppose it is 1, at least looking at the 

p a r e n t  limits fiom  the right and left 

sides.

No: table and grt^h do not contradict one another

Alan® ✓ ✓ It exists and is approxunately y - x

Brandon ( / ) ✓ ✓ That it is 1

Jason ✓ / limA(x) = 1x-#0

Laura ✓ ✓ lim = lx-iO

Matt ✓ ✓ the limit exist, it approaches 1 but is not 

defined at x  = 0.

Mike ✓ / it is undefined

Note. ( / )  mdicates an initial choice, later changed.

‘Josh initially chose Yes, then No, before deciding Yes for the table. ''Paul initially 

thought the graph and table did not contradict one another. *̂ Alan initially thought the 

graph and table did contradict one another.
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PauVs  approach. Paul began by drawing a graph of the function. He responded 

to whether the table reflected the true nature o f the function by writing, “I doubt it...[h is 

ellipsis maries]. Fve learned to rarely trust these values.” As fior the graph, he wrote, "I 

trust the graph a little more however... [his ellipsis marks]. I believe this to be more 

accurate.” His distrust o f values in the given table did not, however, extend to values he 

produced on the calculator.

Distrusting the given table, he fell into the trap o f entering his own values of x, to 

decide what was true about lim r(x), writing,
x-«0

I think it approaches 0. When I  put really small decimal values of x  into 
the equation, I get zero, and the graph seems to oscillate around that point.

Note that there was no analysis at all o f whether the values in die given table or 

his own values actually represented the true nature o f the function. Moreover, he took 

the oscillation around 0  as ^supporting” evidence that his conjecture is correct.

Josh’s approach. Josh also began by drawing a graph on the graphing calculator,

but he rejected the table based on his belief that calculator could not calculate the y-

values correctly, saying,

I looked at the table and I saw that this side was just saying 1 ,1 ,1,1 and 
um, the other side’s saying negative 1, s o l th ou ^t, because uh, you
know, it can’t  be 0, so that’s why I  . All the calculator’s doing is
taking really, really, really small numbers close to 0 and probably all the 
signiflcant digits are reporting the number that it’s taking the sine of as 0, 
so the sine o f 0 is going to be 1. So that’s why the graph was reporting 
 because, like, it doesn’t  have the power to calculate die real digits.

When asked why he thought that the graph did  reflect the true nature o f the 

function, he said.

Because I  knew that it was, like, a  sine curve and I  just kind of looked at it 
and thou^it, since it is a  sme curve, it’s going to have up and down, 
maximum and minimum spots, kind of thing, ft couldn’t  be a  Straight line.
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Ifis reasoning bdund fus conjectue that the fimit did m>t exist was even OKxe 

in tœ sting .

I looked at Ae graph, and I couldn't tell by the graph, because it’s ail 
together, and then I looked at the table, and it looked like it was, you 
know, und^ned  at 0 and it was approaching negative 1 firom the right and 
apfKoaching 1 firmn the left, so I just detom ined it didn’t exist based on 
th ^

So, despite his earlier conclusion that die table did not reflect the true nature of the

function, he used die table to predict the lim it situation. Eventually, he was able to

describe how the gra{di was oscillating mme and more, why it was doing that, and that it

didn’t  seem like you could pick a  number that it was going to. This insight that infinitely

many oscillatitms implied the lim it did not exist would reaRiear in intmview 4.

Josh exhÜHted quite different difficulties in the second task o f this interview.

After initially misreading A ex-values in the table, he decided (correctly) that Ae graph

and table Ad match one another «rcept at% =0. He decided (erroneously) Aat the table

did match the true nature of the function by comparing it to the graph.

Josh: I just matched it wiA the graph... and, like, realized that it matched 
the graph and everything, except for at 0. I knew it couldn’t be defined at 
0 ,so ,
I: Okay.
Josh: That’s pretty m uch .
L Okay. Um, okay, so are, uh ... Are all o f these, these x and y-valoes, 
these are all correct?
H e:... Nfmm. Seems so.
I: Okay. L tt’s check a  few them and see.

He checked two values on fus calculate. Then ensued a  Ascussion o f Ae rffectof the

10^ term in the formula. When asked if  it was possible to make the fiactional expression

o f the formula very large, he cmxectly responded, ‘‘You’d  have to  multiply by someAing

really, really fittle,” but he had great difficulty carrying Ais o u t He initially changed his
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mind and decided the fraction could not be made larger than 1, re-evaluated and decided 

that 10'^ would create 1, and then repeatedly confused the relative sizes of the numbers 

10^ and 10*^. Ultimately, he did correctly compute the y-value of approximately 2 

corresponding to 10 '^  and recognized that 10'̂ * would result in an even larger y-value, 

hence the table was not reflecting the true nature o f the function.

After deciding that function must have an asymptote at x = 0 , Josh was asked if it 

were possible to draw the graph on the graphing calculator so that the vertical asymptote 

would appear, hntially, he suggested zooming in. After some prompting which included 

a reminder about the y-value of 2 a tx =  10'^, he anrended this, saying that a largpry- 

range and smaller x-range were needed. Having decided this, he then had trouble 

entering the function formula, entering range values, and choosing a suitable viewing 

window. Initially he graphed the function on the x-range [ 1 0 '\  10^], which gave what 

appeared to be the constant function 1. Then he tried the x-range [-10'^, 1 0 '^ , which 

gave no graph at all. He thought this might be due to the power of the calculator. After 

more discussion on the possibility of using the x-range [-10'^, 1 0 '^ , he turned to enter 

this in the calculator, and asked, “This will be, like, a bigger x-value, right? Than 10 to 

the minus 30^, o r something like that?” After mcxe discussion about why 10'^ was the 

wrong direction to  go, he finally was able to draw a correct graph.

At all tim es in this second task. Josh exhibited a very weak sense of numbers, and 

this tremendously hindered his ability to deal with this function, hi addition, he had 

considerable trouble with the mechanics of entering information into the grafting 

calculator. In fact at one point, he asked how to enter a number like 10'^. According to 

his background questionnaire. Josh had no experience with graphing calculators prior to
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this course.

Summary. Both o f these students made conect intuitive limit conjectures. Paul 

conectly based the limit conjecture of 0 on his calculated values of 0  in task 1. Josh 

correctly determined the limit situation firom the given table of values in task 1; and 

correctly conjectured that the limit was 1 in task 2, based on the given table and graph. 

That their conjectures were based on bad sources of information was not really clear to 

either student in task 1, and quite difBcult for Josh to recognize in task 2. Essentially, 

these students relied on easy sources o f data, and their “supporting” evidence was 

minimal.

Interview 4

Context. At this point in the semester, students were finishing the last homework 

assignment containing limit problems, which focused on limits involving trigonometric 

functions. The Squeeze Theorem had been used in lectures 8 ,9 ,1 5 , and 16 and a limit 

problem similar to the one in this task was given on the first hour exam (between lectures 

14 and 15). The lectures at this point were devoted to computations of derivatives, using 

the derivative rules.

General Results. Students employed several strategies in analyzing this limit 

situation, including deciding what to etpect based on the formula, drawing a graph and 

computing function values. For the most part, each student’s initial impression 

dominated his w  her solution. No orre used the Squeeze Theorem, although several 

students wrote similar ideas. They were aware that their techniques gave them educated 

guesses rather than certain answers, and many believed that it was possible to determine 

the limit situation for certain, but they did not know how one would go about doing thaL
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Most students* doubts stemmed from lack of confidence in their own abilities rather dian 

from understanding of the lack of mathematicai soundness o f the techniques they were 

using.

Students* written responses U> the limit situation in this task are presented in 

Table 12, Tairfe 13 and Table 14. Notice that most students describe the behavior o f the 

function, or focus on one aspect of the function’s behavior in their initial explanations. 

When additional evidence is requested however, several students refer to tables and/or 

graphs.

Table 12

Incorrect W ritten Responses Requiring Additional Evidence in Interview 4 Task

Explanation about Hm /( x )X—#0
Additional evidence

Josh (wrong—>wrong)

(+small #X-1 -»+ l)
The limit does not exist because as you 

get closer to 0, the quantity 1 ^  will ̂  

larger causing the cosine function to just 

keep on repeating so then you just 

multiply the small number squared by the 

quantity cos(l/x).

as the function’s x value approaches 0 , the 

maximum values and minimum values 

seem to be different because the value of 

(x^> w ill constantly change although the 

cosine function will repeat

C-T, f)

T -l > I- 4 - 4 — t -

(udfle continues)
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Explanation about lim f i x );e->0
Additioiial evidence

Laura (right->w ton^

lim f i x )  =  -oo lim f i x )  = oo 0

lOCXXXXX) lim f i x )  »  undefined

lini/(x)=sO
#0

1x10^ 

2 x  10^

— I as X —> 0 is between -1  and 1 but

x^ will be smaller and smaller as x  

and so the value of f(x) will grow 

increasingly smaller

-1  X 1 0  

5 x  10^

ifx  = .005 f(x )= lJ2 S x  10 

if X  = 001  f(x) = 5 .6x10 '^  

if x = .0005 9 x 1 0 *

if x = .0001 

if x = .00005 

if  X = 00001 

if x = .000005 

if x = .000001 

if  x = .0000005 

if X = .0000001 

if x = .00000005 5 x 1 0 *  

there is no lim it x —»0* =>

rS

-1  X 1 0rlO

5 x  10r7

- 9  X 1 0rl5

lim f i x )  is
X—* 0

undefined

Mark (wrong-bright)

I don’t think that this exists. I feel this 

way because by looking at the graph o f 

the function as x  —> 0 ficom the feft and as 

X approaches zero ficom the right, I think 

that there is a  different values fm  each 

one. This is why I do not think that the 

limit exists. After zooming in on the 

graph it a{q»ears that the is [sic] not 

continuous and that the limit still does not 

exist.

Something that indicates that I need to 

change my conclusion is that the 

calculate is unable to portray the true 

graph since the values as x —»0 are so 

small. This leads me to believe that the 

limit does not exist. Knowing that this is 

possible it causes m e to believe that the 

limit does exist. K I also put values in that 

become closer to zero I find that I  get y 

values getting closer and closer to zero. 

This also helps me believe that there is a 

tim it
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T ab le ts

Correct Written Responses Requiring AdtBtional Evidence in Interview 4 Task

Explanation about fim /(x ) Additional evidence

Jason (lig h t-fligh t)

I think H m /(x) = 0 because a sx
x-tO

approaches 0, x^ approaches 0 and 0 

times any thing is 0.

^1  and the graphing

calculator appears to approach 0 too. If 

you put numbers in for x that approach 0, 

fix )  approaches 0.

&Ake (right—> ri^ t)

f i x )

X drives this part to 

if x - » 0

X

.5

.1

.001
• I 1111

y
-.10403 

-.00839 

5.62 X 10^

I -9.072 X 10 ‘*

cos keeps o between

1 and—1 

x^ drives function m zero 

as X —>0 

so lim should be close te z eeo = 0
x-M>

i
.lJ<

Paul (right—aright)

I think that the lim x
x-»0

because the x^ term in ficont o f makes 

whatever value you get out i 

very small.

I graphed out this function and found that 

y is undefined where x sO . That makes 

sense. But on either si(k of 0 , at a very 

small value of X, I see draty equals a very 

small number as well.
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Table 14

Correct Written Responses in Interview 4 Task

Explanation about lim /(x )X-+0

Brad

lim = 0x-K)

1) I manually pluged [sic] in small numbers

2) g raced  it and zoomed in a lot

Brandon

lim cosf — 1=0 I conclude as x  gets smallw and smaller at points very close to 0 the

y value get very close to 0  and it is true for the other side because cosx  = cos(-x) and 

{-XŸ  is the same as x^

Matt

I believe the lim /(x ) is 0. When x becomes smaller the x ' also becomes a very small
x-»0

number and by multiplying it with c o s ^  then a small number is returned.

Students' responses to questions 2 and 3, and if applicable, questions S and 6 are 

presented in Table IS. Each cell in the table represents one possible combination of 

responses to questions 2 and 3 (rows) and to questions 5 and 6 (columns). For example, 

Jason initially responded that he was absolutely certain (A) of his own conclusion and 

that everyone else should be fairly certain (E') o f his conclusitm. A fter producing more 

evidence, Jason at first responded the same way (A-F) but changed his mind and 

responded A A, believing now that everyone else should be absolutely certain of his
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conclusion. Notice that "fairly certain’* was the "favorite’* response. 

Table 15

Student Certainty o f Conclusion Correctness in Interview  4 Task

Early

certainty

(self-others)

Later certainty 

(self-others)

A-A A-F F-A F-F N A .

A-A Laura: r-» w

A-F Jason: r -» r (Jason) (Josh)

NGke: r —>r

F-A Brad: r

F-F (&fike) Mark: w —»r Brandon: r

Josh: w —>w Matt: r

F-N Paul: r —>r

Note. A = absolutely certain, F =  fairly certain, N =  not at ail certain, N.A. = not 

applicable. Names in parentheses indicate initial choices, later changed.

Josh's approach. Josh’s approach was dominated by his newfound knowledge 

that infinitely many oscillations meant the limit could not exist. He began by drawing a 

g r^ h  on the graphing calculator, and zooming in. He wrote quite a bit, and drew the two 

graphs (see Table 12) he produced on his calculator.

(+ small —>+1)
The limit does not exist because as you get closer to 0, the quantity 1/x 
will get larger causing the cosine function to  just keep on repeating so then 
you just multiply the small number squared by the quantity cosO/-^)-
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It seemed that Josh both understood the local behavior of this function near the origin,

and did not understand how this related to the limit situation. To understand this better.

Josh was asked about the graph.

I: Okay. So, what does the graph on the calculator lead you to believe? 
Josh; It makes you think that, just as you get closer, well, I graphed it on 
the calculator, and it looks like it'd  be approaching somewhere just below 
thex-axis,
I: Okay.
Josh: like, , or some small number. Then I zoomed in, and it looks
like it’s ju st gping to repeat, keep on bouncing up and down.
I: Okay. How many times do you think it’s gping to bounce up and down? 
Josh: Probably an infinite number of times.
I: Okay.
Josh: Cosine is just going to keep on repeating.
I: Okay. If it bounces up and down infinitely many times, is it, is it 
bouncing up and down to the same values at the top and bottom?
Jo sh :... No, because you’re multiplying your, the cosine of it, even 
th o u ^  your cosine is repeating, you’re still multiplying by a smaller, a 
different x-value as you’re 
I: Mhm.
Josh: X is getting... constantly changing.
I: Okay. So, what is it that makes you think that the limit does not exist?
Is it diat bouncing up and down that makes you think it doesn’t exist?
Josh: Pretty much, because that’s, that’s the thing. It just says, I got close, 
but even if  I  took smaller and smaller values, it’s never going to get to a 
certain number 
I: Okay.
Josh: because the smaller  numbers you take, it’s going to just 
I: Okay.
He: It’s different on each sick.

After asking Josh to continue with the pnoblem, be graphed the function in the 

window [-S, 5] x  [-S, 5] and zoomed in four times, concluding that his original conjecture 

wascorxect H e described the apparent lack of a  curve in a neighborhood of 0 as being 

possibly due to  A e calculator’s limited ab ili^  to handle small numbers. At the same 

time, he acknowledged that the graph was “acting Uke it’s so close to the x-axis you can’t 

see it,” and that it was still ^nng  up and down towards 0  but very close to the x-axis.
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“because yourx-squared is making it get smaHw and smaller.’* He conectly indicated

that, based on the graph alone, the limit would be 0, but followed this with,

I still think it does not exist because your, the cosine formula is just going 
to keep on repeating, so it’s not really going to a set value... and you’re 
just changing th e  by a  small x-value.

How does he reconcile these two things? This was revealed at the end o f the interview.

L Do you understand the limit situation now more, w  less, or about the 
same after you tried to generate additional evidence?
Josh: Mmm. I understand it mme, because I just went back and looked at 
that again and made sure that, you know, as I got closer, and then I looked 
at the calculator and that helpW me because I figured that thing just can’t 
compute the real small, because when I zoomed in four times,
I: Mhm.
Josh: fiom  a range of -5  ____

From Josh’s perspective, the graph helped him by convincing him that the graphing 

calculator could not give him a good graph, and therefore, he could safely ignore the 

graphical evidence and rely on his initial impression.

Paul’s approach. Paul started out with an initial guess that the limit was 0, based 

on his analysis of the function formula, writing

I think that the lm x^cos^—j  = 0 , because the x^ term in front of makes 

whatevm* value you get out of cos^—j  very small.

It’s not clear fiom this that he understands the boundedness of the cosQ /x) is a 

consideration. In any event, after making his initial conjecture, he computed three values 

before being convinced.

In answering questions 2 and 3, Paul indicated that he was faddy certain of his 

conclusion, but thought everyone else should be not at all certain. When I asked him 

where the doubts come in. he responded, T really don’t know what F m doing”, “I know
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that just plugging in values doesn’t always work”, and know that there is different

ways to look at things and I Just focused on the one that I see, which one’s obvious.”

hi the second part of the task, he inunediately turned to the graphing calculator to

draw a graph, zoomed in four times and traced, writing,

I graphed out this function and found that y is undefined where x = 0. 
That makes sense. But on either side of 0, at a very small value of x, I see 
that y equals a very small number as well.

I asked him if the graph was a surprise to him o r was he expecting what he saw?

Paul: It was... I thought I knew what the limit was, as x  approaches 0, but 
the rest of the graph seems kind of, I didn’t exactly know what to expect 
as far as what the whole graph looked like, but I (km’t know where it 
seemed to ____
I: Okay. So how would you describe the way that the graph behaves 
overall?
Paul: overall?
I: Yeah.
(Pause of 10 seconds)
Paul: 1 don’t know. It Just seems to oscillate, like a  smaller and smaller 
1: Uh huh.
Paul: period,
1: Yeah.
Paul: until it, until it gets to the, to the 0 point where it, and then it, it 
doesn’t exist there.
1: Okay, so what is it about the function formula that, that leads you to 
believe that’s the correct way for the graph u> behave?
Paul: that’s the correct way for the graph to behave... U m ... um, this 
number right here, of x, um. affects the, the range o f the function and as it 
gets smaller, then the range probably should as well,
L Okay.
Paul: as well as the fact that it’s undefined at 0 which this graph .

Notice, diat Paul did not comment on the cos(I/ x) piece of the function formula, or on 

how the oscillations came to have “smaller and smaller periods”. This element of the 

function seems to be either irrelevant or very mysterious to him.

Summary. Both Paul and Josh started out with an expectation that dominated 

everything else. Paul focused the damping effects of the x^ term, and Josh focused on
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the osciDattvy efTects of the cosQ ./x) tenn. Each of ttem  made conect intuitive limit 

congectoies, but in Paul's case, he initially used only dnee function values, and Josh 

simply rejected his graphical evidence. Both initially produced only one other source of 

evidence.

Questionnaire Data

All 10 students completed the first questionnaire' (see Appendix F) at the end of 

interview 1 (week 3), and 9 students com plied  the second questionnaire (see Appendix 

K) at the end of interview 4  (week 8). There were differences between the first and 

second questionnaires on both preferences (items 1 and 2) and beliefs (items 3 and 4). 

R rst, an overwhelming initial preference for graphs changed to a  preference for function 

formulas. Second, eariy beliefe that graphs, tables and formulas suffice to describe a 

function were replaced by beliefs that graphs and tables could be misleading. Details for 

each pair of parallel items on the two questionnaiies are presented below.

Item 1

Which one o f the foUawing would you prefer to use (QI) when describing how a 

fim ction behaves to  a feUaw student, and (Q2) when analyzing a lim it situation? (a) a 

graph, (b) a  table o f ordered pairs, o r (c) the fim ction form tda. Please explain in a 

sentence o r two why you chose the one you did.

Table 16 shows the preference changes on this item. On the first questionnaire, 

nine students preferred graphs. On the seccmd questionnaire, five weeks later, six 

students' preferences had switched to formulas.

'Throughout this section, Q1 = questionnaire 1 and ()2 = quKtimmaire 2.
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Table 16

Preforence Changes on Item I

Q I Pr^erence Graph

Q2 Preference

Table Formula No Response

Grz^h

Table

Formula

2

0

I

0

0

5

I

0

Students* explanations of their dunces in item I are presented in Table 17. La 

questiomudie 1, students geiKially lefened to the visual nature of graphs, alAough few 

articulated why o r how the visual nature o f graphs helped th an  in understanding 

functions. By the second questionnaire, the practicality of being able to produce tables 

and graphs given the fimctim* formula took precedence.

Table 17

Explanations t^G n tp h  — Formula Preferences in Item  1

Students Questionnaiie 1 Questioimaire 2

Graph —>■ Formula 

You can personify tte  grrqrii and tell If  I  have a formula then I can derive 

what it d id -m o st people are visual a  table and graph and then have all

Brad

Jason

learners.

You can visually see “what is 

happening^-

those.

I can @Bt a grajrii and table if  I  have 

the function and you know the true 

nature if you have it.

(table continues)
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Students Questiomiane 1 Questionnaire 2

Josh

Laura

Mike

Graph - i

When you see a  graph, it gives you a 

visible reference to show how the 

function increases, decreases, o ris 

undefined at certain points

It is easier to see what tire function 

is doing and to see a pattern even 

though it can be very difBcult to 

draw a graph by just looking at a 

function.

Because it is a visual way of 

showing the behavior whereas a 

table or formula are not always 

easily decipherable.

Fcmnula

A graph can be misleading by not 

showing you how a function acts in 

a small e n o u ^  interval. A tab let^  

ordered pairs may also mislead you 

by not showing a small enough 

interval. The function can allow you 

to compute any number and see 

scmre properties of that function 

You can plug it into the graphing 

calculator and zoom in a lot.

Because you can get the graph and 

ordered pairs from the formula, but 

you may not really understand these 

two things without the formula.

Graph

Brandon Graphs have every point <m them so 

you get a better understanding of 

what the function does.

Paul Because visual representations are 

easier to understand, in my opinion. 

Plus drey are more ^ecise.

» Graph

hi a graph, you have infinite 

amounts o f plotted points. It helps 

you get a bettm view of what the 

function is doing at all places.

It gives the most infmmation 1 can 

manipulate (if 1 have the trace 

function). It also gives a visual 

re^nesentatirm o f what’s happening, 

which is helpful to me.

{table continues)
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Students Questionnaire I Questionnaire 2

Graph —» Table

Mark I think most people would learn Because graphs can be very

better if they can actually visualize misleading and if I only see a

something. function formula I cannot picture 

what is happening.

Graph ->  No Response

Alan Because I am a visual learner and 

graphs help me more than data.

[Not applicable]

Table —> Frnmula

Matt A table describes a function along a With the function formula, a student

line letting you know exact points can make a graph and table, or plug 

and chug.

Item !

I f  you could choose two things to  help you (Ql) tell a  fellow  student how a 

function behaves^ and (Q2) analyze a  lim it situation^ which pair would you prefer? (a)a  

graph and a table o f ordered pairs, (b) a  graph and the fim ction form ula, o r(c )a  table o f 

ordered pairs and the function form ula. Please explain in a  sentence or two why you 

chose the pa ir you did.

Table 18 shows the preference changes on this item. The gtaph-formula pair was 

the overwhelming favorite: eight students selected this pair at least once, and six selected 

it twice. Every student selected a representation pair that included his or her preferred 

solo representation, as indicated in item  I.
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Table 18

Pr^erence Changes in Item 2
Q2 Preference

Q l Preference Graph-Table Graph-Formula Table-Formula No Response

Graph-Table 1 0 0 1

Graph-Formula 0 6 1

Table-Formula 0 1 0

Students* explanations o f their choices in item 2 are presented in Table 19. To 

see how these choices relate to their choices in item 1. students* preference c h a n ^  on 

item 1 are indicated below their names. Notice that two students changed dramatically. 

Jason originally preferred the graph most of all, and by the fourth interview, this was his 

least preferred representation. Similarly, Matt’s most preferred representation at the 

beginning, tables, was his least Referred by the end of the study.
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Table 19

Exptanations cfG txtph-Fom m la —> Graph-Fomnda Preferences in Item  2

Students Questioimaiie 1 Questionnaire 2

Brandon

gr^h-^graph

Paul

graph->graph

Graph-Formula • 

I chose them because a table of 

ordered pairs is hard to get a 

mental picture of. With the 

graph and the function you can 

relate the two together.

I like the graph for the 

previously stated reason, and if 

my fellow student understands 

the graph, the student can best 

leam about the function by 

seeing how the graph is accrued 

from the formula.

> Graph-Formula 

With the function formula, you 

can tell what values might be 

plugged in that would cause the 

graph to be misleading.

I can infer a table of ordered 

pairs from those two anyway, 

and I prefer the graph most, 

second only to the formula.

Brad The ordered pair is just a I would rather have the primary

graph-^formula representation of the function. source than a table already

The function layout is more completed.

important.

Josh This shows you how the I would choose the graph b/c it

graph—̂ formula function relates to the graph. will show you many ordered

The table is not needed because pairs of a  function at once (not

you can substitute and solve for all) and with the function you

values. could compute nearly all plus 

see properties o f the function.

(table continues)
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Students Questionnaiie 1 QuestimmaireZ

Graph-Formula —> Graph-Formula

Laura The graph is a good beginning [No explanation given.]

graph—>fonnnla but the function formula would 

probably be more acceptable on 

a te s t

Mike A gra{rfi is just a difFerent type Because ordered pairs can be

graph formula of table so with tins misleading because of their

combination, I ̂  all doee. **missnig links”.

Graph-Table —> Gn^A-Table

Miark This way they can see what it This v/ay I  could see if the

graph—> table looks like and also how die graph matched the table and if

numbers are being manipulated they are telling me the same 

information.

Graph-Table—> NoResprmse

Alan I think many people are visual Pfot applicable]

graph—> NR learners

Graph-Formula —» Table-Formula

Jason Without the formula, it is The table shows some pairs a

graph—> formula difficult to  get accurate values 

fw  die variables.

graph m i^ t  no t

Table-Formula Grqih-Formula

Matt The table shows the answers to A graph can help you visualize

table—> formula the formula, letting you know the function and the formula

where the function is at every can let you make a table.

step of the way.
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Item 3

Would using a ll three (a graph, a  table o f ordered pairs, and the fim ction  

form ula) help more than using ju st two o f the three in(QI) telling a fellow  student how a 

Junction behaves, and (Q2) analyzing a  lim it situation? (a) Always, (b) Sometimes, or (c) 

Never. Why do you think this?

Table 20 shows the belief changes in this item. At the beginning, seven students 

believed that all three representations would always help more than just two. By the end 

of the study, only four students expressed this belief.

Table 20

B elief Changes in Item 3

Q2BeUefs*

Q I Beliefs Always Sometimes Never No Response

Always 3 3 0 1

Sometimes 1 1 0

Never 0 1 0

Students’ explanations for their beliefs in item 3 are presented in Table 21. 

Notice that in questionnaire 2, the possibility of misleading tables or graphs is cited to 

justify both “som^imes’* responses and “always” responses.
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Table 21

Explanations fo r B e li^  in Item 3

Students Questionnaire I Questioimaire 2

Always —> Sometimes

Josh You would have a quick reference As long as the information

for die information to relate it to corresponds and each thing doesn’t

each other. tend to lead you to a different 

answer.

Matt When aH three tools are at hand, the Some things can be misleading.

student can grasp an understanding You cannot trust all info given to

o f the function from 3 different you, but with the formula, you can

angles. make your own graphs and tables.

Paul It works out the steps, it teaches It can help clarify situations... to

each litde part o f how tt> do the show exacdv what’s going on.

problem. This allows students to [Student’s ellipsis marks and

know what they are doing, and best undedining.]

understand what the math means.

Sometimes Sometimes

Jason The more information you have the The more information you have the

easier it is to explain. better, but the information 

sometimes is misleading.

Never —► Sometimes

Mike I think that if an accurate graph is I would say never, but since I

present than [sic] a table is not haven’t encountered every limit

necessary. situation, Fll give the ordered pairs 

the benefit of the doubt

(table continues)
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Students Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2

Always —> Always

Brad You can memorize how a graph You can cooberate [sic] your answer

looks and dimi remember the kind of to be certain of correctness.

function that lead [sic] to this graph

so as to remember the graph and

corresponding function for the test.

Laura Because a student will probably It gives you the most information to

encounter all 3 and should be wodc with.

familiar w / all of theno.

Mark I think most o f the time it all helps Because a graph and a table of

because all sturknts are different and ordered pairs can both be

one might better understand one misleading. If you have all three

process better than the other. you can use each o f them to obtain a 

conclusion.

Sometimes -*■ Always

Brandon The graph I believe is always going It just gives you more facts to

to be useful but the function formula support your theory and help

sometimes can get confusing, ft evaluate your conclusion.

should still always be included

th o u ^ .

Always ->  No Response

Alan It gives more proof for a  problem 's 

solution.

[Not applicable]
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Item 4

(Ql) Is it possible that these three (a grapK a table o f ordered pairs, and a 

function form ula) wouldn’t  provide enough good irformation fo r  you to teü a fellow  

student how a fioK tkm  behaves? (a) Yes, or(b) No? Why do you think this? (Q2) What 

are some o f the drawbacks o f retying on these three (a graph, a table o f ordered pairs, 

and the fioK tion formula) when analyzing a lim it situation ?

Table 22 shows students responses to item 4 in both questionnaires, hiitiaily, 

students were evenly divided about the sufficiemy of three representations to describe a 

function’s behavior. Six students responded “no” to item 4 in questionnaire 1, but 

Mark’s explanation suggests diat he really believes the answw is “yes”. By the end of 

the study, all nine students completing the second questionnaire acknowledged the 

misleading nature of graphs and tables. Three students even elabmated upon how graphs, 

tables and even formulas can be misleading.
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Table 22

Explanations fo r hem 4

Students Questionnaixe 1 Questionnaiie 2

No responses in questionnaire 1 

Brad I can 't think of any other way to Sometimes they ‘*lie”.

explain the concept

Brandon If lean  look at the graph know all hi a table o f ordered pairs, there

the points and see how the formula might be gaps in between the plotted

works I think I would be able to give points where the function is moving

apretty good d^ailed report on the or becoming discontinuous. The

function. function formula can become a

drawback if you assume something 

that is fake. Agrafrficanbe 

misleading because it can not tell 

you you have to find out if there are 

changes at infinitely small points. 

You can see what is happening at The graphs and tables can be

any point as long as you have the misleading under certain situations,

function.

This slKMild be adequate information Sometimes the graph and table of

Jason

Josh

Mark

Matt

to solve and explain the functions.

I think if  the information is 

thmooghly explained A at it would 

be sufficient, but it is still going to 

be a little confusing to anyone.

The 3 o f these together can define a 

function down to the teeth.

ordered pairs may be misleading. 

Each of them can give you 

information that can cause you to 

misinterpret what is actually trying 

to be represented.

A graph or taAle can be misleading 

if they are analyzing too close or far 

away fiom the limiL I don’t see 

much drawback to the finmula.

(table continues)
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Students Questionnaixe 1 Questionnaiie 2

Alan

Laura

Mike

Paul

Yes le^w nses in questionnaiie I 

If the <hta a [sic] graphs become [Not applicable.]

extremely detailed and confusing.

Some functions don’t  seem to do 

what you would expect.

Because I haven’t been exposed to 

many functions Fm  sure.

Especially for complicated 

functions, there needs to  be some 

«plaining as to why som ^hing 

happens, not just that it does. 

[Student’s underlining.]

Sometimes they are deceptive and 

don’t represent every odd result the 

function might have.

The graphs are many times 

misleading. Ordered pairs have 

“missing links”. Function formulas 

can be cumbersome and sometimes 

carmot prove a limit. None of these 

can be used in every limit situation 

to find a* limit.

They can be misleading in their 

information, one must pick the best 

way to find the limit.
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CHAPTERS

Results

Results are presented in four subsections. First, emerging patterns of analytical 

thinking and knowledge use are summarized. These patterns lead to conclusions about 

each of the three main research questions.

Emerging Patterns

Several patterns of analytical thinking and know led^ use emerged from these 

students’ interview data. At the same time, certain mathematically correct and relevant 

strategies and knowledge were noticeably absent from students’ written and oral 

responses. The categories of analytical thinking and knowledge use, both present and 

absent in these students’ responses are described below and summarized in Table 23. 

Analytical Thinking Categories

Specific instances of analytical thinking present in students’ solutions fell into 

two cate^m es: (a) partial analytic strategies, and (b) inappropriate dismissal of evidence. 

At the same time, students’ consistently failed to analyze the representativeness of 

calculatw-based evidence.

Partial analytic strategies. Many of these students employed partial analytic 

strategies. That is, they made conclusions based on only part of a formula, table or graph.
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For example, Paul, in interview 2 decided that the term in the denominator of the 

function formula implied there must be an asymptote. He also initially thought, in 

interview 2, that observing values in one half of the table would tell him the limit. Josh, 

in interview 3 decided that because the graph oscillated it must match the function with 

the sine in it.

Inappropriate dismissal o f eyndence. Several students inappropriately dismissed 

evidence. This occurred when they dismissed evidence (good oc bad) without analysis or 

with erroneous reasoning. For example, Paul, in the third interview immediately rejected 

the given table of values in the first task, without any analysis. Josh rejected that same 

table based on his assumption that the calculator could not calculate the values correctly. 

Josh also initially rejected the given graph of m i{n/x) in interview 3 because it was 

difficult to interpret He rejected his calculator-based graph in interview 4, based on his 

belief that the calculator could not compute the mdered pairs near the origin correctly.

Analysis o f graphing calculator evidence. Most students failed to analyze the 

representativeness of the graphs and ftuKtion values they produced on the calculator.

This does not mean that no analysis occurred. ()uite a  few of them zoomed in and traced 

along a graph, or selected a small number of domain values to substitute into the function 

to generate data about a limit situation. However, this was almost never preceded by an 

analysis of whether the exhibited behavior was reasonable and repesented the true nature 

o f the function.

Knowledge Use Categories

Students seemed to draw upon three cate^ries of knowledge in approaching 

these tasks: (a) naïve theorems, (b) false assumptions, and (c) out-of-context knowledge.
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Noticeably absent firom students’ knowledge use were: (a) numerical knowledge, or (b) 

mathematical theorems.

iVdïve theorems. Many students applied nmve theorems. These were students’ 

own if-then statements that they came to believe were true. Sometimes, these nmve 

theorems were outright false, and other ûm es they were neariy correcL For example, one 

student Brad, declared that if a function is defined at the point of approach, then the limit 

does not exist. He explained the truthfulness o f this statement by saying a limit is 

approached but not reached. As another example. Josh believed that if a function 

oscillated infinitely many times on approaching the relevant point, then the limit does not 

exist He explained the truthfulness of this statement by describing how the function just 

kept going back and forth and did not go to  any one munber.

False assumptions. Many conclusions were based on false assumptions. For 

example, souk students assumed the evidence they were analyzing was complete and 

correct Paul exhibited this assumption in determining a one-sitkd limit from a table 

when he failed to extend the values of the table to ordered pairs not shown. As another 

example, many students assinned the calculator would produce good graphical and 

numerical information, turning to this tool after rejecting presented tables and/or graphs. 

False assumptions differ from naïve theorems in their lack of a clear if-then structure. 

They often served as (t^xparently unconscious) ackhtional hypotheses in students’ 

approaches.

Out-of-context knowledge. Many students drew upon correct or neariy correct 

knowledge in related but not necessarily relevant contexts. Often this was the final step, 

either aimed at “confirming” a conjecture, o r generating an answer when all other
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knowledge seemed to be insufficient. For example, Jason, in interview 1 tried to equate 

the shape of the sin(x) graph to that of s in (l/(x -3 )). Paul, in interview 3, attributed 

significance to the oscillation of sin(^/x) around 0 in his conjecture that the limit as x 

approached 0 was 0. Josh, in reference to the non-existence o f the limit of x~ cos(l/x) as 

X approached 0 in interview 4, commented at the end. I t 's  different on each side.”

Numerical knowledge. Quite a few students appeared to make no use of basic 

numerical knowledge. Some examples that could have been applied to the tasks in the 

current study are: common values o f sin(x) when x  is given in radians, radian-degree 

conversions, approximate sizes of numbers given in radians, relative sizes of numbers 

with different numbers of digits after the decimal point, absolute sizes of a numbers like 

I0*°, and relative sizes o f numbers like 10*” and 10 ". Students rarely brought these facts 

to bear in their own solutions, and had extreme difficulty coping with these ideas during 

interaction. Only after extensive interaction did this knowledge come to the surface, 

suggesting that students did possess the knowledge, but were largely unable to access iL 

Mathematical theorems. Students rarely made correct use of mathematical 

theorems. Some attempted to use a naïve version of the theorem that a limit exists if and 

only if the left- and right-hand limits exist and are equal to show when a limit did not 

ex ist Often, they forgot the hypothesis that the one-sided limits must exist. No one 

referred to the Squeeze Theorem in interview 4.
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Table 23

Patterns o f Knowledge Use and Analytical Thinking

Knowledge Use Analytical Thinking

Present

• Naive theorems • Partial analytic strategies

• False assumptions • biappropriate dismissal of

# Out-of-context knowledge evidence

Absent

• Numerical knowledge • Analysis of graphing

• Mathematical theorems calculator evidence

Early Understanding o f the Lim it Concept 

Research questions. How and to what extent do the four elements o f intuitive- 

analytic understanding of the limit concept emerge and develop over the course of the 

study? hi particular, how do students analyze local function behavior? Can they draw 

correct intuitive lim it conclusions firom accurate graphs and tables? hi what ways do 

students develop awareness of the advantages and disadvantages of tables and graphs to 

conjecturing limits, paxticulariy when using graphing calculators? Do they spontaneously 

produce multiple sources of evidence to justify a limit conjecture?

Analysis o f local fitnction behavior. These students had little success at 

determining local function behavior, hutially, they resorted to ordered pairs. When they 

had a calculator available, they sometimes relied on the calculator to show them the 

“right” graph or the “righf * function values. When they had erroneous formula-based
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expectations, it was very difficult for them to consider alternative possibilities.

Intuitive lim it conjectures. Students were able to read graphs and tables to make 

correct intuitive limit conjectures by the end of the study. Often however, these 

conjectures were based on non-representative tables o r graphs.

Limitations o f numerical and graphical evidence. The problem involving the 

three different tables (or graphs) o f the function

X

was a turning point for many students. Several of them “learned” that all tables have 

“bad” data, and in the next interview automatically rejected the table. By the end of the 

study, all of the students understood that tables and graphs might mislead them, but they 

rarely analyzed this, especially when the graph or table was produced on their calculator. 

Typically, they either assumed representativeness or assumed they were being misled. 

There seemed to be no middle ground for these students.

Intuitive-analytic lim it conjectures. Decisions about limit situations seemed to 

stem ffom focusing on a particular part of the formula and applying a naïve theorem. For 

example, the in the formula x^ cos(l/x) combined with the naïve theorem that small 

numbers multiplied by anything give small numbers leads to the conclusion that the limit 

of x ^  cos(l/x) as X approaches 0 is 0. On the other hand, the cos(l/jc) in the formula 

x^ cos(l/x) combined with the naïve theorem that infinitely many oscillations implies a 

limit does exist leads to the conclusion that the limit o f x^ cos(l/x) as x  approaches 0 

does not exist.

These students found many ways to “support”  whatever their initial ictea was
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about a limit situation, if they had one, including graphs primarily and function values 

occasionally. Mathematical theorems rarely came into play.

When asked whether they had made an educated guess or determined the limit 

situation for certain in interview 4, most stutknts indicated that it was an educated guess, 

although they were “almost certain”. They readily acknowledged that it was probably 

possible to determine the limit situation for certain, but indicated that they did not know 

how to do thaL

Influence o f Function Knowledge

Research questions, hi what ways do students analyze local behavior of functions 

in graphical and numerical settings? hi particular, on what aspects of tables, graphs and 

formulas do students focus, in analyzing local function behavior? How do they decide 

whether a graph and a table of the same function are consistent? How do they decide 

whether a table or graph reflects the true nature of the function? Do their methods of 

analyzing local function behavior support or hinder their success with determining a limit 

situation?

Focus o f analysis. Students tended to focus on only part of each table, graph or 

formula they encountered, either ignoring the rest, or deciding the rest was not relevant. 

They seemed to focus on whatever was the easiest part for them to comprehend. For 

example, in analyzing the function sin(]/(x -  3)) in the first interview, several students 

focused on the “sin” part of the formula and looked for a graph that oscillated since they 

knew that sin(x) is an oscillatory function.

Consistency decisions. Students’ decisions about consistency of tables and graphs 

depended on whether both graph and table were given, or whether one o f the
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representations was generated on the calculator, hr the first case, the decision usually 

involved checking that a few ordered pairs from the table lay on the graph. Some 

students were more careful with this than others, and noticed that the ' ordered pair^ 

(0,undefined) given in the table o f the function

did not match the apparent ordered pair (0,1) on the graph of h. hi the second case, with 

a given table and a calculator-based graph, some students traced along the curve, 

comparing the ordered pairs on the calculator screen with the ordered pairs in the given 

table. One student, Paul, in interview 2, indicated that he imagined what the graphs 

matching the given tables should look like, and compared those imaginary graphs to the 

calculator-based graph.

Representativeness decisions. Students "detected^ representativeness in many 

diHerent ways. Some students believed that consistency of representations implied 

representativeness. For example, in interview 3, numerous students contended that both 

the graph and table given for

represented the true nature of the function because they did not contradict one another. 

Other students believed the only the table represented the true nature of this function h, 

because the table mostly matched the graph and had the “ordered pair^ (OjnAnity), which 

fit the formula. In other tasks, if  a  sturknt's calculator-based graph did not contradict the 

given graph o t table, then the given g r^ h  or table was considered representative.

Influence on determination o f lim its. These students’ function knowledge and
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methods of analyzing local function behavior both did and did not influence their 

determination of limit situations. Partial analyses led them to accept non-representative 

behavior, which led to erroneous limit conjectures. On the other hand, even full and 

complete analyses did not always result in correct lim it conjectures.

Influence o f Graphing Calculator Use 

Research questions. How do students spontaneously use graphing calculators in 

analyzing functions and making limit conjectures? To what extent ate they aware of the 

limitations of the graphing calculator, and how do they deal with this? How convincing 

is this tool for them?

Spontaneous uses. Overwhelmingly, students' approached the interview tasks by 

drawing graphs on their calculators, often in a standard viewing window, such as [-10,10] 

X  [-10,10] or [-5,5] X [-5,5]. Zooming in repeatedly was their standard method for 

detecting the local behavior of a function. This was even their first suggestion on finding 

an appropriate viewing window in which to see the vertical asymptote of the function

in interview 3. Occasionally, students used the trace feature or computed function values 

in the home screen to generate numerical evidence.

Awareness lim itations. Most students accepted that calculators have limited 

computational abilities, but could not articulam how those limitations would arise, other 

than to say they were due to round-off errors. As a  consequence of this and the fact that 

the calculator's deficiencies were always illuminated by a limit as x  approached 0, some 

stiufents came to believe that the computational limitations would always arise in 

computations involving x-values near 0. Only one student seemed to connect the
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calculator’s computational limitations to its graphical limitations. The rest could not 

fathom how the calculator m i^ t produce an incorrect ordered pair for a  function’s graph, 

despite acknowledging the calculator’s limited computational abilities.

Awareness of pixel limitations was mixed. Only some students could explain 

how a calculator-based graph might not show a hole in the graph. Those who could not 

explain this also could not explain the basic process by which a calculator draws a graph; 

namely it plots points and connects them with “straight lines. For these students, the 

mechanics of the calculator’s production of graphs seemed to be a complete mystery.

Students dealt with the calculator’s limitations in extreme ways. Either they 

ignored the possibility, and assumed the calctdator-based information was correct, or they 

assumed the calculator was incorrectly computing numbers, and ignored the calculator- 

based information. Thus, awareness of calculator limitations did not necessarily imply 

correct limit conjectures.

Haw convincing. Most students took the graphs and tables produced by the 

calculator as the “standard” of comparison, without analysis. For many students, the 

calculator-based information was more convincing than the information presented in the 

interview tasks. Students seemed to  feel some sense of ownership of the information 

they produced on the graphing calculator. Hence, they were more willing to believe the 

calculator-based information than the information presented in the tasks.
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CHAPTER6

Discussion

The data generated firom these interview tasks provides rich and detailed 

descriptions of how and to what extent these students gained an intuitive-analytic 

understanding of limits. Howevor, much remains to be said about how these data in the 

current study compare to what was expected, what others have fbuxal in similar 

situations, and what m i^ t have h^ipened undo* diffem it circumstances, ha particular, 

several aspects of the design seemed to influence the quantity and quality of data 

^nerated. The data actually generated, in turn, influenced the validity of the conclusions 

reached. Thus the discussion centers on design arai valicfity issues.

Design Issues

Three elements o f the design appeared to influence students’ apfnoaches to the 

tasks; (a) the lack of explicit requests for written explanations, (b) Ae ctunces of 

examples and non-examples, and (c) the lack of precise directions. Each aspect affected 

the data gathered, and suggested changes for future research and teaching efforts.

W ritten Explanations

The lack of explicit requests for written explanations in some tasks limited some 

students’ engagement in Ae Ainking process. It was th o u ^ t at the outset, that
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explanatiras could be elicited in the interactive phase of the intavM ws, but there was 

evidence that this allowed students to avoid thmldng through dieir answers. This was 

evident in cases when students wrote answers without explanations, followed by long 

pauses in response to requests for explanations, and a willingness to switch their answers.

The inclusion of explicit requests for written explanations in srane tasks boosted 

some students’ engagement in the thinking process. Some students made several tries at 

a written explanation, either erasing or crossing out earlio’ vosions, and occasionally 

changing their answer in the process. The positive effect of writing on the thinking 

process was most clear in Laura’s explanation in interview lo f ho* chraces o f a graph and 

table for the function

1
( X - 3 Ÿ

The table I figured out by plugging in points and using the process of 
elimination. Fw  a while, I th o u ^ t the graph was C because I figured that 
the higher the x-value (after 3) the closer the grtq>h would be to zero.
Then (as I was writing this) I realized that the same would be true widr 
negative values widi high absolute value. Because there is a  square in the 
denominator and a positive number on top the graph can never cross the x- 
axis and become negative so it is H. The numbers really close to 3 result 
in h i ^  values.

Wahlberg (1999), who studied second semester calculus students’ understanding 

of limits through writing assignments, found a similar positive effect o f writing. This 

suggests greater use of written explanations in future research, as it will generate nxxe 

data for validation purposes and it may contribute to a more uniformly h i ^  engagement 

in interview tasks.

Examples and Non-Examples

The examples and non-examples seemed to influence students’ thought processes
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substantially in subsequent interviews, and not always to their benefit, bn particular, 

students “learmcT sevoal unintraded lessOTS. For example, Paul‘̂ leametT during 

interview 2 that tables themselves are to be trusted. He did not “learn” to distrust the 

source of the poor tables in interview 2, namely the graphing calculate. Josh also 

“leamecT during interview 2 that tables can be misleading. He also seemed to “leam” 

that constant, apparently exact function values in a table could only come from 

computational mistakes made by the graphing calculator, because he immediately, 

without analysis, assumed that the table in task I of interview 3 had incorrect y-values.

Davis and Vinner (1986), in a study of high school calculus students' 

understanding of sequences, found that students often “misinter;ncted their own 

experience”, inappropriately attributing generahty to details salient in a particular 

example. Zaslavsky (1989, as cited in Ldnhartk, Zaslavsky & Stein, 1990) found that 

both correct and incorrect notions presented in examples were remembered, and that 

weak students reasoned firom specifics of remembered examples rather than formal 

definitions. This suggests that the use of examples and non-examples is quite powerful, 

but can contribute to misconceptioas. It is conceivable that if earlier examples and non

examples had been revisited and re-examined as the “lessons learned” exhibited 

themselves, then students might have developed appropriate interpretations of earlier 

experiences.

Precise Directions

Lack of precision in many o f the task directions was (khberate, to prevent 

students fimn d^ecting the interviewer's “desired” answer, but this resulted in many 

different interpretatiras of the (Hrectioos. For «canqrie. Josh, in describii^ how the two
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otiier tables for the function

*(x)=“ <4zf
x ’

could mislead someone about the limit asx approached 0, described how the presence of 

the function values in the tables could lead one to believe that the calculator was capable 

of calculating the function values correctly. This was an unexpected but very interesting 

response. Would the presence o f the function values o r fhe graphing calculator screen 

lead him to believe that the calculator is capable of calculating the function values 

correctly? Does he think that the calculator should be returning something different, like 

the word “error^, if it can not compute the function values correctly? In this case and 

others, different interpretations led to students not engaging in the intended tasks, yet tte  

unexpected interpretations also gave valuable in s is ts . Given that these were task-based 

interviews, it was possible to  follow up during interaction and pose more focused 

questions. However, if written work were to comprise the data in a future study, then 

serious th ou ^ t would have to be given to the trade-off between precise questions and 

those more open to interpr^ation.

Validity Issues

Two characteristics o f the data influenced the validity of conclusions about 

students’ patterns of analytical thinking and knowledge use: (a) oral responses, and (b) 

graphing calculator use observations. The first aids in the validiQr o f the conclusicms 

reached about students’ th o u ^ t processes, and the second raises questions about the 

validity of conclusions reached about the influence o f students’ graphing calculator use. 

Oral Responses.

Oral responses contributed positively to the validity o f students’ patterns of
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analytical thinking and knowledge use. Students* conunents during m taaction were 

often unexpected, revealing quite different thinking strategies dian would have been 

assumed from their written wwk alone. For example, some students wrote "correct** 

answers, but their oral explanations revealed entirely erroneous lines of reasoning. Other 

students wrote "correct* answers and nearly correct explanations, but when pressed 

further, indicated uncertainty o r switched their answers. Other researchers (Tall, 1990, 

1992; Tall & Vinner, 1981) have noted similar phenomena.

Graphing Calculator Use Observations

Observations of students* graphing calculator use were limited. Whether a 

student turned to the graphing calculator first was always noted. As much as possible, 

the interviewer noted the actions students took with the graphing calculator. While 

students worked on their own though, it was often impossible to observe any more than 

that the student drew a grafrfi. Occasionally, tixe interviewer interrupted to ask to see the 

graph and what viewing window was chosen, especially if  the student seemed to be at a 

standstill. Sometimes during interaction, students were asked what they did with the 

calculator, and in this way, their calcu late  use could be reconstructed. However, neither 

o f these techniques was systematically employed. In annotating and summarizing 

students* graphing calculator use, instances when sturknts* graphing calculator actions 

were unknown were noted as such. Thus, the graphing calculator use reported in this 

study should be treated witii caution.

D irections fo r  Future Research 

There are several directions in which future research on limits could go. First, it 

would be useful to know if tixe suggested changes in the interview tasks result in data that
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tells a  different story than unfolded here. Second, there is a question of whether the 

results that appear to be true of these students generalize to the larger population of first 

time calculus students. Hnally, given that other researchers have concluded that 

understanding of limits develops slowly, it would be interesting to know the stability of 

the patterns o f analytical thinking and knowledge use found in the present study.

Conclusion

This study provided detailed descriptions of ten students’ early understanding of 

the limit concept, sug^sting that these students made small gams in developing an 

intuitive-analytic understanding of lim its. Most developed the ability to draw correct 

intuitive conclusions finom graphs and tables, but had difficulty determinmg whether a 

table or graph reflected the true nature o f the function’s local behavior. They tended to 

accept graphing calculator ouqmt at face value, despite an increased awareness of the 

possibiliQr of non-representative graphs and tables. Some could produce multiple sources 

of evidence to justify a limit conjecture, but many o f their doubts stemmed from second- 

guessing themselves rather than an evaluation of the mathematical soundness of their 

arguments. These results partially stemmed fipom an inability m accept limitations of the 

graphing calculator, and partially from weaknesses in their function knowledge.
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Appendix A

Background Questionnaire - Math 1823 Section 200 - Fall 1998 

Please complete the following short questioimaite. This will help your instructor have 

some background information on the students in the class. This information is not used 

for your grade.

1. Name_____________________________________

2. ID Number_________________________________

3. M ale  Fem ale.

4. How are you classified?

 Freshman  Sophomore Junior Senior

 Other (W hat?______________ )

5. Are you considering a majmr or minor in math? Yes N o____

If you have decided on a major, what is it? _________________________

6. When did you graduate firom high school? 19____

7. How many students were in your high school graduating class?  students

8. What mathematics classes did you have in  h i ^  school and when?

 A l^b ra  I in 19____

 Geometry in 19____

, A l^b ra  H in 19_

. Trigonometry in 19_

. Advanced Math in 19_

Precalculus in 19____

Calculus in 19____
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. Other c J m  19

.Other (_ J  in I9_

9. Which of the following mathematics classes (if any) did you have a t the University of 

Oklahoma before, when, and what was your course gracte?

 Intro, to Elementary Functions (Math 1503) in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19____

Course Grade: A B C D F W

 Elementary Functions (Math 1523) in Fall/Sfmng/Summer of 19____

Course Grade: A B C D F W 

 Calculus I (Math 1823) in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19____

10. What mathematics classes (if any) did you have a t o ther coU ^es before, when and 

where?

. Begimiing Algebra a t. . in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19.

. hitermediate Algebra a t.

. College Algebra a t____

. Trigonometry a t______

. Piecalculus a t________

. in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

. in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

. Intro, to Elementary Functions a t. 

. Elementary Functions a t_______

. in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

. in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

. Calculus I a t . 

O ther (_____

. in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

J a t . in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

. Other C J a t . in Fall/Spring/Summer of 19_

11. Which graphing calculator (if any) do you already know how to use?.

12. Which of the following best describes your experience with graphing calculators?
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.None

. I have seen one o r two (femonstrations 

. I have seen more than two demonstrations 

. I have used graphing calculators once or twice

. I have used graphing calculators frequently in (how m any?) of my classes

. Other (Please explain)

13. How helpful do you expect the graphing calculator to be to your understanding and 

learning of calculus in this class?

 Very unhelpful

 Somewhat unhelpful

 Undecided

 Somewhat helpful

 Very helpful

14. What is your general feeling about calculators and computers?

 I like them a lot

 They are okay

 I can take them o r leave them

 I do not like them

 I really hate them

15. How would you rate your ̂ titu tk  with computers and calculators?

 low

 somewhat below average

 average
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 somewhat above average

 high

16. How would you rate your math aptitude?

 low

 somewhat below average

 average

 somewhat above average

 high

17. Which of the following best describes your experience with the topic of 

mathem atical lim its? (Check any that apply.)

 None

 Briefly introduced

 I have learned the techniques but no theory

 I have learned both the techniques and the theory

 I have been using mathematical lim its for one year

 I have been using mathematical lim its for more than one year

 Other (Please explain)

18. Please write any additional comments that can help determine your background in 

mathematics.

19. Would you be willing to participate in a study about how first-semester calculus 

students develop an understanding o f mathematical limits? It would involve 4 short 

interviews with one of the teaching assistants, which should take a total of 2-3 hours 

of your time outside of class. (Saying yes now does not commit you to participating.
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only that you will be contacted with further information. Saying no will involve no 

penalty to your grade, and means that you will not be asked % ain.)

_  Yes, I m i^ t be willing to participate in the study, after finding out more d ^ l s .  

 No, I am not willing to participate in the study.
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Appendix B 

bifonnation Handout

August 26,1998

Thank you for your willingness to consider participating in my Ph J>. dissertation 

research study. This letter will provide you with more information about the topic of the 

study, why you were selected, and what your participation would involve, you still 

have questions about the study after reading this letter, you may contact me by phone at 

321-1929 or by e-mail at bergthold@ou.edu.

Let me begin by saying that this is a  study about how first semester calculus 

students develop an understanding of limite, hi particular, I want to determine what 

makes it difficult for students to understand lim its, and how I might help them overcome 

those difSculties, so that instruction o f this topic can be improved.

Your background questionnaire indicated that you either have not had a calculus 

course before this semester, or that you have had little or no exposure to the topic of 

mathematical limits, (or both). This makes you an icteal candidate for my study because I 

am particularly interested in the successes and difficulties students have when they are 

just beginning to learn about the limit concept. By participating, you may acquire a better 

understanding of limits than you would have gained otherwise, since you will be 

spending extra time studying this topic. In addition, your participation may potentially 

result in better instruction on the mpic of limite for future students.

Your participation would involve four interviews with me, each lasting from 20 to 

30 minutes, in my office physical Sciences 929).. Each interview will be recorded on
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an audiocassette tape. During each interview, you will be asked to (a) fill out a short 

questionnaâe, (b) attempt some math problems involving o r related to limits, and (c) 

discuss any difficulties you are having with these problems. Sometimes you will solve 

the problems with the help of a graphing calculator and other times without the help of a 

graphing calculator.

The interviews will take place mostly on Mondays and Tuesdays over the course 

of 7 weeks, beginning next week (the week of August 31^ to September 4"^ and ending 

the week of October 12'*' to the lô"*. The interview schedule is included on the back. I 

would prefer m do all of the interviews on Mondays and Tuesdays, but other days of the 

week can be accommodated if necessary. You will need to bring your graphing 

calculator to the last three interviews.

These interviews are completely independent of your work in the Calculus I 

course in which you are enrolled. The professor does not know who the research 

participants are, and will not see any o f the woric you do in the interviews. All of the 

records (written work and audiocassettes) will be kept confidential. To ensure this, all of 

your records will be labeled with a random numerical code, rather than with your name or 

other id e n tif^ g  code.

Having said all of this, let me now say that you are under no obligation to 

participate, and there will be no penalty to your grade in your Calculus I course if you 

choose not to participate. Moreover, if you do choose to participate, you may discontinue 

your participation at any time, with no questions asked and no penalty to your grade.

I would be very grateful to have your participation in this research study. Thank 

you for your consideration.
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Sincœ ly, Trisfaa Bergthold

Please check the appropriate box below and return this letter to me or to Gabriel Matney 

at the end of lecture on Wednesday or during your discussion section on Wednesday or 

Thursday.

 Yes, I really do want to participate in the study, and Fve indicated on the back my

top three preferences for when to do the first interview next week.

No, I think I would rather not participate in the study.
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday ftiday
24 August 25 26 27 28

31
Interview 1

1 September 
Interview I

2 3 4

7
Labor Day 
Holiday

8 9 10 11

14
In terview !

15
Interview 2

16 17 18

21
Exam 1 in 
Calculus I

22 23 24 25

28
Interview 3

29
Interview 3

30 I October 2

5 6 7 8 9

12
Interview 4

13
Interview 4

14 15 16

19
Exam 2 in 
Calculus I

20 21 22 23
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Interview Urnes for week of August 31*̂  to September 4'*'. Please indicate your top three 

choices for an interview time on Monday o r Tuesday by putting numbers in the 

appropriate boxes, if  necessary, choose a time on Wednesday or Thursday. You will be 

contacted about your interview time on Thursday or Friday.

Monday 8-31 Tuesday 9-1 Wednesday 9-2 Thursday 9-3 Friday 9-4
10:30-11 10:30-11 10:30-11 10:30-11 XXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

11:30-12 11:30-12 11:30-12 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

12:30-1 12:30-1 12:30-1 12:30-1 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

1:30-2 1:30-2 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

1:30-2 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

2:30-3 2:30-3 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

2:30-3 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

3:304 3:30-4 3:30-4 3:304 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

4:30-5 XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

5:30-6 5:30-6 5:30-6 5:30-6 XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX
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Appendix C 

Human Subjects Permission

The University of Oklahoma
OFFICE OF RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

August 2 0 .199S

M l Trisha A. Bergthold 
7111/2 West Brooks Street 
NonnanOK 73069-4602

Dear M s Bergdiold:

Your research proposal. "The Development o f the Lhnit Concept m First Semester 
Cafaihis Students;* has been reviewed by Dr. B> Laurette Tî lor, Chair o f Ae Institutional 
Review Board, and fimnd to  he exempt from the retpurements for fiiB board review and 
approval under the reguhttiona o f Ae University o f OUahome-Nonnan Campus Policies 
and Procedures fbr the Proiectioa ofHhmaa Sidijects m Research Activitiea

Should yoo wish to deviate ftora die described protocol, jfou nust notify me and obtain 
prior apptovd ftom die Board fiir Ae cfaangesL the research is to emend b^ond 12 
monttia, you must cootsct thxs offioe, itt writing; noting any changes or revisions in the 
protocol and/Sor infixmed consent Arm. and request an extension this ruling.

If you have oQr questions, please contact me.

Sincerefy;

iM  Petry 
Admimstiative Officer 
institutional Review Board

KMPrpw
FY99-29

cc: Dr. E. Lauretta Ti^lci; Chair. IRE
Dr. Curtis McKnight, Mirihematics
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Appendix D

bifonned Consent Form for Participation in a Research Project 

Being Conducted Under the Auspices of the University o f Oklahoma -  Norman Campus

Study Title: The Development of the Limit Concept in First Semester Calculus Students 

Sponsor Dr. Curtis McKnight, Mathematics Department 

Principal hveshgator Trisha Bergthold, Mathematics Department 

Description of the Study

The purpose of this research is to leam how students in first semester calculus 

develop an understanding o f the limit concept hi particular, we want to determine what 

makes it difficult for students to understand limits, and how we might help them 

overcome those difBculties, so that we can improve our instruction of this topic. Your 

participation in this research project will involve 4 interviews outside of class time with 

the principal investigator. Each interview will last approximately 20-30 minutes, and will 

be recorded on an audiocassette tape. During each interview, you will be asked to (a) fill 

out a short questionnaire, (b) attempt some math problems involving or related to limits, 

and (c) discuss any difficulties you are having with these problems. Sometimes you will 

solve the problems with the help of a graphing calculator and other times without the help 

of a g rillin g  calculator.

Potential Risks and Benefits of Participation

The time it takes you to participate in the 4 interviews may cost you study time 

for this or other classes. If, at any point, you feel that the time required to participate in
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this study is having a negative affect on your course woric, you are free to discontinue 

your participation.

Your participation may potentially result in you acquiring a better understanding 

of limits than you would have gained otherwise, since you will be spending extra time 

studying this topic. In addition, your participation may potentially result in better 

instruction on the topic of limits for future students.

Subject’s Assurances

Your participation is voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty to 

your course grade and you may discontinue participation at any time without penalty to 

your course grade.

All o f the records (written work and audiocassettes) will be kept confidential. To 

ensure this, all of your records will be labeled with a random numerical code, rather than 

with your name or other identifying code.

If you have questions either about the research itself or about your rights as a 

research subject, you may contact Trisha Bergthold by phone at (405) 321-1929 or (405) 

325-6711 or by e-mail at bergthold@ou.edu.

Signature____________________________________________Date:
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Appendix E

Task for Interview 1, Version 1 of 5

In calculus, we will need to analyze and describe some rather complicated functions. 
Sometimes it helps to examine graphs and tables o f ordered pairs of functions when we 
do this.

All of the functions below are undefined a tx  = 3, but each function “behaves” very 
differently at x-values near x = 3. Match each function formula to its corresponding 
graph and table.

Function formula Corresponding Graph Corresponding Table

x - 3

«."I::; : ::

Please write, in 3-5 sentences, how you figured out the graph and table for the function 

or, if you didn*t figure them out, then write what you tied.
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-1

-1
-2

B100
75
50
25

-25
-50
-75

-100
C

100
75
50
25

-25
-50
-75
-100

-1
-1

-2

-1
-1

-2

0.75

0.25

0 .25

0 .75

0.75

0.25

-0 .25
-0 .5

-0 .75
-1

100
80

60

40

20
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Table A
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y 0 0.5 0.9 0.99 0.999 undefined 1.001 1.01 1.1 1.5 2

Table B
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y 0 0.5 0.9 0.99 0.999 undefined 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.5 1

TableC
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y -1 -0.5 -0.1 -0.01 -0.001 undefined 1.001 1.01 1.1 1.5 2

Table D (y-values in this table are approximated to 6 decimal places.)
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y -0.841471 -0.909297 0.544021 0.506366 -0.826880 undefined 0.826880 -0.506366 -0.544021 0.909297 0.841471

Table E (y-values in this W e  are approximated to 6 decimal places.)
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y 0.540302 -0.416147 -0.839072 0.862319 0.562379 undefined 0.562379 0.862319 -0.839072 -0.416147 0.540302

Table F
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y 1 4 100 10,000 1,000,000 undefined 1,000,000 10,000 100 4 1

Table G
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y 1 2 10 100 1000 undefined -1000 -100 -10 -2 -1

Table H
X 2 2.5 2.9 2.99 2.999 3 3.001 3.01 3.1 3.5 4
y -1 -2 -10 -100 -1000 undefined 1000 100 10 2 1



Appendix F  

QiKstionnaiie 1

Graphs, tables of otrfeied pairs, and function formulas each tell us different things about 
functions. By answering the following questions, you will indicate how helpful each of 
these sources of information is to you in understanding functions.

1 Which one of the following would you prefer to use when describing how a function 
behaves to a fellow student?

 agraph
 a table of ordered pairs
 the function formula

Please explain in a sentence or two why you chose the one you did.

2. If you could choose two things to help you tell a fellow student how a function 
behaves, which pa ir would you prefer?

 a graph and a table of ordered pairs
 a graph and the function formida
 a table o f ordered pairs and the function formula

Please explain in a sentence or two why you chose the pair you did.

3. Would using all three (a graph, a table of ordered pairs, and the function formula) 
help more than using just two of the three in telling a fellow student how a function 
behaves?

 Always
 Sometimes
 Never

Why do you think this?

4. Is it possible that these three (a graph, a table of ordered pairs, and a fimction
formula) wouldn’t  provide enough good information for you to tell a fellow student 
how a function behaves?

 Yes
 No

Why (to you think this?
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Appendix G

Tasks for Laterview 2, Graphical Version*

Sometimes, a graph of a function can suggest whether certain limits exist or not, and, if 
so, what those limits might equal. This is only possible, though, if the graph actually 
reveals the true nature of the function.

The graph below is one that does show the true nature o f a function /

-1

4

1. Use the graph to make educated guesses whether the limits below exist or not.
2. If a limit exists, then suggest what its value might be. If a limit does not exist, then

Possible Limit Suggestion Btplanation or Suggested Limit Value
lim /(x )
JC->1

This graph of/suggests 
that this limit
____exists

does not exist

Iim /(x ) This graph of/suggpsts 
that this limit
____exists

does not exist

lm /(x )
X—* 4

This graph of /suggests 
that this limit 

exists
does not exist
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It can happen that a graph of a function does not reflect the function’s true behavior, 
especially when a calculator is used to draw the graph. Then the graph can actually be 
misleading, su g ^ tin g  conclusions that turn out to be false.

Below are three different graphs o f the same function

X
for x-values near 0. Each graph was drawn using a computer algebra system. Graphing g 
in the same viewing rectangles on your graphing calculator would produce similar 
graphs. Only one graph reveals the true nature of this function for x-values near 0.

0 .4

0 . 2

-1 0 1

3

0 . 8

0 . 6

0 .4

0 . 2

0

1. Which graph best reflects the 
true nature of the function g for 
x-values nearO?

2. W hat does your chosen graph 
lead you to conclude about 
lim g(jc)?

3. How do the other graphs 
mislead you about Urn g(x) ?

x->0

*Task 2, on this page, was adapted fitom Stewart (1995).
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Appendix H

Tasks for Interview 2, Numerical Version*

Sometimes, a  table of ordered pairs of a function can suggest whether certain limits exist 
or not, and, if  so, what those limits might equal. This is only possible, though, if the table 
of ordered pairs actually reveals the true nature of the function.

The table below (given in three pieces) is one that does show the true nature of a function 
/ , for x-values near I, x-values near 2, and x-values near 4. (The y-values in italic are 
approximated to 6 decimal places. All other y-values are exact)

X y
0 0

0.5 2.333333
0.9 5.072727

0.99 5.900792
0.999 5.990008

1 undefined
1.001 6.010008
1.01 6.100808
1.1 7.088889
1.5 15

X y
1.5 15
1.9 79.8

1.99 799.98
1.999 799^.998

2 undefined
2.001 -7999.998
2.01 -799.98
2.1 -79.8
2.5 -15
3 -6

X y
3.5 2.333333
3.9 -0.410526

3.99 -0.040101
3.999 -0.004001

4 0
4.001 0.003999
4.01 0.039900
4.1 0.390476
4.5 1.8
5 3.333333

1. Use the table n> malœ educated guesses whether the limits below exist or not
2. a limit exists, then suggest what its value might be. If a  limit does not exist then

Possible Limit Suggestion Explanation or Suggested Limit Value
lim /(x )
X—

This table of ordered 
pairs of/suggests that 
this limit 

exists
does not exist

Iim /(x )
X—

This table of ordered 
pairs of/suggests that 
this limit 

exists
does not exist

lim /(x )
X » 4

This table of ordered 
pairs of/suggests that 
this limit
____ exists

does not exist
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It can happen that a table of entered pairs o f a function does not reflect the function's 
true behavior, especially when a calculator is used to compute y-values for ordered pairs 
of the function. Then the table can actually be misleading, sug^sting conclusions that 
turn out to be false.

Below are three different tables o f the same function

X
for x-values near 0. The y-values were computed using a calculator. The y-values in 
italic are calculator output, rounded to 6 decimal places. All other y-values are identical 
to the calculator's output. Only one o f the tables reveals the true nature of this function 
for x-values near 0.

Tal>Ie A
X y

-0.5 0.370420
-0.1 0.334672

-0.05 0.333667
-0.01 0.333347

-0.005 0.333337
-0.001 0.333334

0 undefined
0.001 0.333334
0.005 0.333337
0.01 0.333347
0.05 0.333667
0.1 0.334672
0.5 0.370420

Tab eB
X y

-0.0005 .333333
-0.0001 33333

-0.00005 333336
-0.00001 333

-0.000005 .3336 •
-0.000001 3

-0.0000005 .32
0 undefined

0.0000005 .32
0.000001 3
0.000005 .3336
0.00001 333
0.00005 333336
0.0001 33333
0.0005 .333333

Table C

-0. 1
-0
-0. I

-0.
-0.

-0.

• I I I I I
III  III  I
11 III I I I

11111111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

III 1 1 1:1:1:11
I

0
0. I I I I 1:1 I I I

0.000000001
0.
0
0
0

11 I I I  111
I 1:1 I I 1:1
1 1:1:1:1:11
111111 I

0
0
0
0

undefined
0
0
0
0
0

4. Which table best reflects the true nature of the function g  for x-values near 0?

S. What does your chosen table lead you to conclude about lim g(x) ?
x-*0

6. How do the other tables mislead you about lim g(x) ?
X—* 0

*Task 2, on this page, was ad^ted from Stewart (1995).
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Appendix I

Tasks for IntKview 3*

A limit conjecture is most likely to be true if it is based on a table o r a graph that reflects 
the true nature of the function. So, analyzing a limit situation involves analyzing whether 
the table or graph is misleading.

A graph and a table o f ordered pairs of the function

r(x) = !

for x-values near 0 are given below. However, the table and graph contradict one 
another.

X y
-2/3 1
-2/7 1

-2/11 1
-2/15 1
-2/19 1
-2/23 1

0 undefined
2/23 -1
2/19 -1
2/15 -1
2/11 -1
2/7 -1
2/3 -1

- 0.6 - 0.4 - 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

1. Does the table reflect the true nature of the function t  for x-values near 0?

2. Does the graph reflect the true nature of the function t  for x-values near 0?

3. What do you think is true about lim t(x) ?

’Task I, on this page* was adapted firom Stewart (1995).
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A graph and a table of ordered pairs of the function
1

for x-values near 0 are given below.

X y
-0.1 0.9

-0.01 0.99
-0.001 0.999

-0.0001 0.9999
-0.00001 0.99999

-0.000001 0.999999
0 undefined

0.000001 1.000001
0.00001 1.00001
0.0001 1.0001
0.001 1.001
0.01 1.01
0.1 1.1

1.1

0 .9
0 . 1- 0 . 1 0

1. Do the graph and table contradict one another?

2. Does the table reflect the true nature of the function h  for x-values near 0?

3. Does the graph reflect the true nature of the function h for x-values near 0?

4. What do you think is true about limA(x) ?
X—* 0

*Task 2, on this page, was adapted 6om Williams (1991).
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Appendix J

Tasks for Interview 4*

Sometimes a  lim it cannot be determined by manipulating symbols from the function 
formula. We must then use other methods to analyze the situation, make an educated 
guess and, if possible, determine conclusively whether the limit exists.

Consicfer the function

f i x )

1. What do you think is true about lim f i x )  ? Explain how you arrived at your
X —* 0

conclusion.

2. How certain are you that your conclusion is correct?
 absolutely certain
 fairiy certain, but there is room for doubt
 not all certain

3. How certain do you expect every o n e  e lse  should be that your conclusion is correct?
 absolutely certain
 fairly certain, but there is room for doubt
 not all certain

^Similar to exercises in Stewart (1995).
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4. Produce some additional evidence that either indicates your original conclusion is 
correct, or indicates that you need to modify your conclusion.

5. Now, how certain are you that your (possibly modified) conclusion is correct?
 absolutely certain
 fairiy certain, but there is room for doubt
 not all certain

6. Now, how certain do you expect everyone else should be that your (possibly 
modified) conclusion is correct?

 absolutely certain
 fairiy certain, but there is room for doubt
 not all certain
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Ai^iendix K 

Questionnaiie 2

Graphs, tables of ordered pairs, and function formulas each tell us cfifferent things about 
limits of functions. By answering the following questions, you will indicate how helpful 
each of these sources o f information is to you in understantfing limits of functions.

I. Which one of the following would you prefer to use when analyzing a limit situation? 
 agraph
 a table of ordered pairs
 the function formula

Please explain in a  sentence or two why you chose the one you did.

2. If you could choose two things to help you analyze a  limit situation, which pair 
would you prefer?

 a graph and a table of orckred pairs
 a graph and the function formula
 a table of ordered pairs and the function formula

Please explain in sentence or two why you chose the pair you did.

3. Would using all three (a graph, a table o f ordered pairs, and the function formula) 
help more than using just two of the three in analyzing a limit situation?

 Always
 Sometimes
 Never

Why do you think dus?

4. What ate some drawbacks o f relying on these three (a graph, a table of ordered pairs, 
and the functirm formula) when analyzing a limit situation?
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Appendix L 

Interview Protocols

Interview 1 Protocol

1. Thank you for being willing to participate in my study. Before we begin, you need to 

read this informed consent form and sign i t  The green copy is for you to keep.

2. I am going to turn on the tape recorder now, but please try to ignore iL

3. During each of these interviews, you will wodc on some mathematics problems.

They will likely be unfamiliar to you and somewhat difficult, but don’t worry about 

this. I am more interested in your thought processes than your solutions, so I would 

like you to think out loud as much as possible. At first, you will work on your own 

(thinking out loud) until you feel you’ve done everything you can to solve the 

problem. During that time, I will watch and take notes. Then FU ask a few questions 

about the problem and your thought processes. Rnally, there is a brief questionnaire 

to complete at the end of the interview. Is all o f this clear?

4. Here is the problem. There are three one-sided pages. You may write on all of them, 

but you should put your answers on the first page. Here is scratch paper in case you 

need i t  Go ahead and begin, and, once again, please think out loud.

5. Follow-up questions

(a) Do you see how each function is undefined at x = 3?

(b) Do you see how each function behaves differently at x-values near x = 3?

(c) Did you use your knowledge of some functions to help you on the other 

functions?

(d) What ctees it mean for the table to correspond to the formula?
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(e) W hat does it mean for the graph to om espond to the formula?

(f) W hat does it mean for the graph to correspond to the table?

O ther

(h) O ther

(i) O ther 

0) O ther

6. Please fill out this short questionnaire.

7. Thank you very much. That is a lll  lœed from you today. May I sign you up now to 

do the next interview?
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Participant Interview Date________________ Start Hm e______

Duration_______

fiiterview 2 Protocol

1. I am going to turn on die tape recorder now, but please try to ignore it, as before.

2. During this interview, there are two problems, each with three parts. You may use 

your graphing calculator, but you may find that this is unnecessary. Til let you work 

on the first problem until you feel you’ve done everything you can do, and then F11 

ask you a few questions about i t  Then we’ll repeat this with the second problem. Is 

this clear?

3. Here is the first {«oblem. Make sure you read from the beginning.

4. Tim e_______________

5. Follow-up questions

(a) Is it difficult to  tell firom this table/graph what the limit situations are?

(b) How do you actually read the table/graph? Where are your eyes focusing, and 

what are you looking for?

(c) What can you say about the limit of f(x) as x approaches 2 from the left?

6. Okay, let’s set this problem aside fornow. Here is ± e  second problem. Again, make 

sure you read firom the beginning.

7. Tune_______________

8. Follow-up questions

(a) How did you choose your table?

(b) Why do you suppose the other tables turned out to be so misleading?
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(c) Aren't closer x-values supposed to give you better information about the 

corresponding y-values?

9. T im e________________

10. That’s all for today. The third interviews are in two weeks, and I would like to do the 

fourth interviews the week immediately after that. Is this okay, and may I schedule you 

for both of those now?
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Participant Interview D ate________________ Start Time_______

Duration_______

Interview 3 Protocol

1. I am going to turn on the tape recorder now, but please try to ignore it, as before.

2. During this interview, there are two problems, each with several parts. You may use 

your graphing calculator. Til let you work on the fîrst problem until you feel you’ve 

done everything you can do, and then FU ask you a few questions about it. Then 

we’ll repeat this with the second problem. Is this clear?

3. Here is the first problem. Make sure you read from the beginning.

4. Tim e_______________

5. Follow-up questions

(a) How did you decide whether the table reflects the true nature of the function?

(b) Do you think that the y-values in the table are correct? (Try computing a few 

y-values to see.)

(c) Can you point to places on the graph that correspond to some of the ordered 

pairs in the table? (For example, where is the ordered pair (-2/3,1) located on 

the graph?)

(d) If you only had this table o f ordered pairs for this function, what would you 

expect the graph to look like?

(e) How did you decide whether the graph reflects the true nature of the function?

(f) you only had this graph for this function, what might some ordered pairs in 

the table look Uke? Can you “fix” the table here so that it better matches the 

graph?
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(g) up here (point to statement), I said that the table and graph contradict one 

another. Do you believe that’s true?

(h) How did you figure out the limit situation in problem 3?

(i) What can you say about the limit of t(x) as x approaches 0 from the left?

From the right?

6. Okay, let’s set this problem aside for now. Here is the second problem. Again, make 

sure you read from the beginning.

7. Tim e_______________

8. Follow-up questions

(a) How did you decide whether the table and graph contradict one another?

(b) Do the table and graph include the same range of x-values and y-values?

(c) What does the graph tell you about h(0>? What does the table tell you about 

h(0>? Which of these situations is right? How do you know?

(d) Does the graph match the table for the rest of the ordered pairs?

(e) How did you decide whether the table reflects the true nature of the function?

(f) Could you “fix” the table here so that it better reflects the true nature of the 

function?

(g) How did you decide whether the graph reflects the true nature of the function?

(h) Could you draw a graph that would better reflect the true nature of the 

function?

(i) Now, after fixing the table and graph, what do you think is true about the limit 

of h(x) as X approaches 0?

9. Time________________
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Participant faterview Date_________________Start Tim e______

Duration_______

Èiterview 4 Protocol

1. I am going to turn on the tape recorder now, but please try to ignore it, as before.

2. During this interview, there is one problem with several parts. You may use your 

graphing calculator. I l l  let you work on the first parts of the problem until you feel 

you’ve done everything you can do. Then, Fll ask you a few questions about your 

wodc, and give you the remaining parts of the problem. When we are done discussing 

your woric on those parts, there will be a  short questionnaire. Is this clear?

3. Here is the problem. Make sure you read ftom the beginning.

4. Tim e_______________

5. Follow-up questions

(a) At the beginning, I wrote that sometimes a limit cannot be determined by 

manipulating symbols ftom  the function formula. Can this limit be 

(fetermined by manipulating symbols?

(b) What other methods can be used to analyze a limit situation?

(c) The first thing you tried was a  graph/table. Are you certain that the 

graph/table reflects the true nature of the function?

(d) Do you think that the best you can do in this situation is to make an educated 

guess about the limit situation?

(e) Is it possible for some educated guesses to be more reasonable than others?

(f) Do you think it’s possible to determine for sure what the lim it situation must 

be?
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6. Okay, let’s set this aside for now. Here are the remaining parts of the problem.

These refer to the same problem.

7. T im e_______________

8. Follow-up questions

(a) Your evidence in this part agrees/disagrees with your evidence in the first 

part Can you explain this?

(b) Do you understand the limit situation more or less now that you have tried to 

generate additional evidence?

(c) Can you think o f a way to determine for sure what the limit situation must be?

9. Thank you for your efforts. I have a short questionnaire for you to fill out and then 

you will be done.

10. T im e________________
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Appendix M  

Background Questionnaire Data

Table M l

Gender and High School (HS) Class Demographics fo r  Entire Course and Volunteers (V)

Group Entire

course

V V &met 

criteria

Agreed to 

participate

Final

Sample

Male

1998 HS graduate 77 31 15 9 8

Pre-1998 HS graduate 

(93-97 graduating classes) 

Females

13 3 3 2 1

1998 HS graduate 24 9 4 2 1

Pre-1998 HS graduate 

(90,96-97 graduating classes)

7 3 2 1 0

Note. Enrollment: 128 students. Completed questionnaires: 121.
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Table M2

College Classification and College Major Demographics (Items 4 & 5)

Group

Males Females Total

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

Entire

Course

Rnal

Sample

College

Classification

Freshman 77 2 24 2 105 9

Sophomore 7 2 9 0

Junior 3 2 5 1

Senior 1 0 I 0

Other 0 1 1 0

College Major

No Response or 15 3 5 3 26 1

Undecided

Engineering* 44 2 6 3 55 4

Science/Tech.'* 21 9 13 0 43 7

Humanities'^ 0 0 2 1 3 0

M t^m in in math?

Yes 8 1 4 0 13 2

No 64 11 18 6 99 8

No Response 5 1 1 0 7 0

Not sure 0 0 1 1 2 0
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Note. Every major listed was counted once. Six students indicated double majors. 

^Majors listed were engineering, aerospace, chemical, civil, computer, electrical, 

environmental, industrial, mechanical, and petroleum. **Majors listed were architecture, 

astronomy, astrophysics, computer science, construction science, chemistry, geology, 

^ophysics. management information sciences, mathematics education, meteorology, pre

pharmacy. and pre-medicine. ‘̂ Majors listed were sociology. English, and public 

relations.
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Table M3

Math Background Demographics (Items 8-10)

Prior Math Courses

Males Females Total

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

1998 

HS Class

Pre-98 

HS Class

Entire

Course

Final

Sample

Ifigh school 57 2 18 1 78 4

calculus

Math 1503 at OU 7 3 10 0

Math 1523 at OU 9 5 14 0

Math 1823 at OU 2 0 2 0

College courses •

elsewhere

College Algebra 3 1 4 1

Trigonom^ry 3 1 4 1

Pre-calculus 1 0 1 0

Note. Each pre-calculus courselisted was counted once. Some students took more than 

one pre-calculus course. OU = University of Oklahoma.
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Table M4

Gntphing Calculator Use, Experience and Expectations Demographics (Items II- 13)

Males Females Total

Graphing 

Calculator Categwy

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

Entire

Course

Final

Sample

Models in use

No Response 12 5 2 3 22 4

TI 73 7 24 3 107 6

Hewlett Packard 3 1 2 0 6 0

Casio 3 0 3 I 7 0

More than one 

Experience

10 0 5 0 15 0

None 3 1 0 0 4 1

Seen 1-2 demos 1 1 1 2 5 1

Seen >2 demos 1 0 1 2 4 0

Used 1-2 times 11 7 0 1 19 5

Used often (Af)* 61(2.7) 4(2.7) 22(2.9) 2(3) 89(2.8) 3(1.3)

Expect helpful?

Very unhelpful 10 2 3 1 16 I

S. unhelpful 8 1 2 0 11 0

Undecided 7 0 1 3 11 1

S. helpful 24 5 4 1 34 I

Very helpful 28 4 14 2 48 7
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Note. The graphing calculator experience among the 24 students who met the criteria 

was: none -  I, seen 1-2 demos -  3, seen >2 demos -  1, used 1-2 times -  7, used 

frequently -  12 (2.9). One male, pre-1998 HS class, did not respond to item 13. TI = 

Texas Instruments. S. = Somewhat

— Average, within cell, of prior classes with graphing calculator use.
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Table MS

Altitudes about Calculators and Computers (Item s 14 & 15)

Males Females Total

Attitude Category 1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

Entire

Course

Final

Sample

Feelings

I like them a lot 51 9 13 5 78 8

They are okay 21 2 9 2 34 2

I can take them or 5 1 1 0 7 0

leave them

I do not like them 0 0 1 0 1 0

I really hate them 0 0 0 0 0 0

Aptitude

Low 1 2 1 0 4 0

S. below av era^ 4 0 1 0 5 0

Average 23 3 11 4 41 5

S. above average 25 3 10 3 41 3

ffigh 24 4 2 0 30 2

Note. One male, pre-1998 HS class, did not respond to these items. S. = Somewhat.
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Table M6

Perceived Math Aptitude and Experience w ith M athematical Limits (Items 16 & 17}

Males Females Total

Experience Level 1998 

HS Class

Pre-1998 

HS Class

1998 

HS Class

Pre-98 

HS Class

Entire

Course

Final

Sample

Math Aptitude 

Low 0 0 0 0 0 0

S. below average I I 1 1 4 1

Average 9 3 5 2 19 2

S. above average 49 6 14 4 73 6

Ifigh IS 3 5 0 26 1

Limits Experience 

None 8 5 3 2 18 4

Brief introduction 12 4 5 I 22 1

Techniques, but 9 0 4 2 15 4

no theory 

Techniques and 15 2 3 1 21 I*

the theory 

Used limits 1 year 23 2 7 0 32 1

Used>I year 10 0 3 1 14 0

No Response 1 1 1 0 3 0

Note: Each level checked was counted once. Some students checked two levels. 

*This student checked both this level and “used limits 1 yeaf*.
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Appendix N 

interview and Course Content Schedule

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
17 August 
Lecture 1

18 19 Lecture 2 
Discussion 1

20
Discussion 1

21 Lecture 3

24 Lecture 4 25 26 Lecture 5 
Discussion 2

27
Discussion 2

28 Lecture 6 
Homework 1 
due

31 Lecture 7 
Week for 
Interview 1 
8 students MT, 
2 students WTh

I September 2 Lecture8 
Discussion 3

3
Discussion 3

4 Lecture 9 
Homework 2 
due

7 Holiday 8 9 Lecture 10 
Discussion 4

10.
Discussion 4

11 Lecture 11 
Homework 3 
due

14 Lecture 12 
Week for 
Interview 2 
7 stutknts MT, 
2 students WTh

15 16 Lecture 13 
Discussion 5

17
Discussion 5

17 Lecture 14 
Homework 4 
due

21 Exam 1 22 23 Lecture 15 
Discussion 6

24
Discussion 6

25 Lecture 16 
Homework 5 
due

28 Lecture 17 
Week for 
Interview s 
10 students MT

29 30 Lecture 18 
Discussion 7

1 October 
Discussion 7

2 Lecture 19 
Homework 6 
due

5 Lecture 20 
Week for 
Interview 4 
7 students MT, 
2 students WTh

6 7 Lecture 21 
Homework 7 
due
Discussion 8

8
Discussion 8

9 Holiday

FigureN1

Note. One student did not do interviews 2 and 4.
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Appendix O 

Course Content Summary 

Lecture 1. A review of functions was begun. A function was presented as a rule 

that assigns numerical values to each number in a certain se t As an example, a table of 

world population estimates during certain years was presented, followed by a graph of the 

ordered pairs in the table. The instructor pointed out that the graph gave more 

information than the table, and said, ‘T want you to always have a graph in mind when 

you see a function.” The second example was

g{x) = -  2 for 0 ̂  X < 4 ,

given with the acknowledgement that many functions would be given by formulas, but 

this was not necessary. To illustrate this, a third example was given: for each natural 

number/ I ,

h(n) =  the digit in the nth decimal place of V z .

Lecture 2. Three more examples of functions were presented, each a piecewise 

function with a different context. The first example involved no context, and was 

presented as an illustration that some functions require more than one formula:

x + 2 i f  x < l  
x^ i f  x > \

The second example was the cost of renting a car as a function of miles driven, assuming 

that a car rental company charges $50 for the fîrst 100 miles and 10 cents per mile 

thereafter. Given this context, students, interacting with the instructor, constructed the 

function:
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k(x) =
50 i f  x < m

5 0 + -^ (jr-1 0 0 ) f  x>100*

The third example was the absolute value function: a function whose formula can be re

expressed as two piecewise-defined formulas. Domain and range were presented and 

illustrated using the six examples of functions presented earlier.

Discussion 1. A worksheet (see Appendix P) was given introducing students to 

basic graphing calculator operations and limitations, hi particular, students learned how 

to enter numerical expressions for computation and function formulas for drawing of 

graphs. Zooming in on a point and tracing along a curve were touched upon, and issues 

related to viewing window dimensions were raised.

Lecture 3. The notion of instantaneous speed was discussed in an attempt to lead 

students to think of limit ideas. Ideas were elicited from the instructor as to how one 

would calculate such a quantity. Stuctent suggestions led to calculating (with the 

calculator) averagp velocities over sm aller and smaller intervals. This raised the issue of 

division by zero in relation to calculating instantaneous speed, which the instructor 

promised would be revisited in weeks to come. Then he returned to the ideas of domain 

and range in the context of creating new functions by addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division and composition of other functions, presenting several examples.

Lecture 4. Families of functions were introduced, and examined by 

simultaneously graphing several curves o f each family, using graphing calculators, and 

discussing properties of each family or fimctions within a family. Polynomials were 

presented first, and discussed with respect to evenness and oddness. Students were told 

to be familiar with graphs similar to x ,  x^ , x ^ , x*, and x^, both individually and as a
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family and how they relate to one another, as that was the whole point to graphing them 

simultaneously. Trigonometric functions were presented next, and discussed with respect 

to periodicity. The vehicle for this discussion was a simultaneous graph of sin(x) and 

cos(x) in the viewing window [-6.4,6.4]x[-4,4] on the graphing calculator. The 

discussion of this pair o f graphs began with the instructor’s comment “The calculator 

should not know anything you don’t know.” He then proceeded to ask several questions. 

What is sin(itic) for all n? What is cos(mc) for all n? Where do they cross? At what 

height? What is the domain of each function? The range? What is the period of each 

function?

Lecture 5. Families of functions were touched uptm again, this time focusing on 

exponential and logarithmic functions. The ideas of shifting and scaling were presented, 

with examples based on trigonometric functions. The instructor introduced the tangent 

and velocity problems, commenting, “Hnding slopes of tangents and understanding what 

is meant by velocity are the two problems which motivate almost everything we’ll do in 

calculus L In this section, we’ll see how both require us to study limits.”

Discussion 2. Students were finishing the first homework assignment, due in 

lecture 6. That assignment contained 9 problems, primarily focusing on domain and 

range of functions. This assignment was due the Friday before most of the first 

interviews were conducted. It should be noted that among the functions in this 

assignment were:

/X  2 . + 5 x + 6a n d /U ) - —
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both of which were very similar to functions in the matching task in interview 1. hi 

addition, the assignment included a piecewise defined function, an example of which was 

also included in the matching task in interview 1.

Lecture 6. This lecture began with an example. The problem of finding the slope 

of the tangent to at (1,1) was approached using approximations with secant lines.

Inrst, the slopes o f a few secant lines were computed by hand. Then, the secant slope 

function was drawn on the graphing calculator to, “see if we can see any limiting 

behavior^, as the instructor put it. After drawing the secant slope function on the 

graphing calculator, the “zoom in” and “trace” features were used to  gather what the 

instructor called “experimental” evidence, leading the class to conjecture that 3 was the 

slope of the tangent line. The instructor commented, “Not only does the experimental 

evidence indicate the slope is 3, but in fact there is no doubt that the slope is 3.” To show 

that this was so, the instructor wrote the following passage on the board.

Considerations such as these lead us to realize that the required slope is given by 

the limit

l i m ^ ï ^  = H-x-H) ^  + x + l )  = 3
x-H X  —1 (JC — 1)

Noct, came an «cample involving velocity. Given that the distance traveled after time t 

was s = , the velocity at time r = 7 was calculated directly using an algebraic technique 

similar to the previous example. These two examples, both handled with algebraic 

techniques, were then used to set up the next «cample, which could not be handled in this 

way. The instructor suggested that one way to handle a problem like

lim (l+ x )^
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was to use the calculator to generate a table o f values o r a graph, although this would give 

experimental evidence only. After finding function values fo rx  = .1, .01, .001, and 

.00000001, it was pointed out that this lim it was equal to the number e, something that 

numerical and graphical evidence might hint at, but could not reveal definitively.

Lecture 7. This lecture was primarily devoted to examples of limits for which the 

graphing calculator would fail in some way. The ftrst example to be considered was

lim^si
2 ^  \  

s in (x + l)+ co s 1 .

Several test values, such as x  = .000001, .0000001, etc., were entered in the calculator, 

resulting in values very close to .84147, at which point the instructor asked, “Is there any 

reason why we should not believe that?” Upon graphing the function in the viewing 

window [-2,2]x[-2,2], and zooming in, it was revealed that the function appeared to be 

“bouncing around a lof*, contradicting the numerical information. What was causing the 

trouble? The trouble stemmed from poor choices o f x-values: substituting x-values of the

form ±  1 0" into cos—  always results in the number 1, causing the calculator to produce
X

values close to sin(l) for the function, ft was suggested that less deceiving numbers like 

X = .OOOOOlTC would be more helpful. The «cample was summed up in the following way 

by the instructor: “ Putting in values like x — .00001 seems to indicate the limit is about 

.84. Drawing the graph would make us a  little suspicious, fti fact, the limit does not 

exist. You should write yourself a few more notes to convince yourself of this. I looked 

at the graph to see if the numbers are telling the whole story. Every time I use the 

calculator, Fm  suspicious, and I don’t want just a  little evidence, but a lot o f evidence.” 

The next example considered was
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x-*0

This limit was ultimately calculated algebraically, but first numerical evidence was 

generated. For x-values .01, .001, .0001 and .00001, the function values were very near 

.5, but for x-values 10'*  ̂and 10'*^ the calculator returned 0. A graph was then drawn, 

and the trace feature suggested that .5 was the limit. In fact, students were told, the limit 

was equal to .5 and this was shown algebraically. What was the problem with the 

calculator? The instructor answered, “It can’t deal with small numbers because it must 

round off. The calculator is almost doomed to failure because we are always interested in 

small values divided by small values. If you are relying on the calculator, you need lots 

of evidence. A graph is helpful but only if you believe what you see. You have seen the 

dangers o f «tperimentation but sometimes this is all you can do.”

Next, one-sided limits, including infinite limits, were explained by means of a 

graphical example. The instructor commented, “When you take a limit, you want to 

know what is the behavior of this function nearby.. .. One message you should be getting 

is that graphs are very valuable.” Rnally, the limit laws were introduced, with the 

comments that they had already been used in many examples, and that one had to ensure 

that all of the individual limits made sense.

Lecture 8. This lecture was part of the pre-interview I experience fw  2 of the 10 

students. Limit laws were continued and two theorems were presented. First, the 

theorem that a  limit exists if and only if the left and right hand limits exist and are equal 

was presented along with the cormrœnts, “This shows that the value of a  lim it can be 

found by calculating the corresponding one-sided limits. & also gives a  way to prove that 

certain limits do not exist, in particular, if tbc corresponding one-sided limits are not
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equal.” Second, the Squeeze Theorem was presented as a means of calculating a limit for 

a “nasty” function g, if one could find simple functions/and h meeting the hypotheses of 

the theorem. Exercises fiom the textbook were presented as examples to illustrate the 

limit laws. Extensive time was devoted to understanding

lirnxsinf — |.

First, an ad hoc analysis of the function led to the conclusion that sin(]/x) was bouncing 

back and forth very rapidly, butx is trying to get to 0. Then the function was graphed on 

the graphing calculator in the window [-33]x[-2,2], and everyone zoomW in at the origin 

three times, upon which the professor sug^sted  that pohaps the squeeze theorem would 

be of help. A fter applying the Squeeze Theorem to show that the limit was 0, the 

professor commented, “Keep this example in mind because it is kind of generic because 

sine or cosine o f anything is between -1  and 1.” Further analysis of this function 

involved finding out why it appeared to level out as x-values became larger, and finding 

x-values at which the function equaledx o r-x .

D iscussion 3. Students were finishing the second homework assignment due in 

lecture 9. This assignment contained 9 problems focusing on function transformations 

and predicting tangent line slopes and instantaneous velocities from numerical data 

generated about secant line slopes and average velocities.

Lecture 9. This lecture began with a recap o f results obtained the previous lecture 

about the function x sin ^ x ), including a  reminder that the limit as x approached 0 had 

been determined to equal 0 by the Squeeze Tbemem. Continuity was introduced and the 

Ditermediate Value Theorem was presented followed by an ^(plication involving finding 

a root of cosx =  x , correct to one decimal place. It was pointed out to students that this
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process of finding a root was the basis of what their calculators w oe doing in solving an 

equation. The professor commented, “I want you to understand what your calculator is 

doing.” (The Monday following lecture 9 was a  holiday.)

Lecture 10. The ideas of tangent line slope, velocity, and instantaneous rate of 

change were reviewed, using several exercises from the textbook as examples. First, the 

slope of the tan ^ n t line to

y =  l - 2 x —3x^

at the point (-2, -7) was computed using limits. This led to an equatitm of the tangent 

line. Both the function and the tangent line were graphed on the grsqthing calcu late  in 

the window [-10,10]x[-10,10], and the zomn-in feature was used around the point (-2, -7) 

to see that the two functions are indistinguishable after zooming in close e n o u ^  

hi the sectmd example, the slope of the tangent line to

y  =  jc  ̂—4 jc+ 1

at X = a  was computed, leading to straightforward computations producing equations of 

two different tangent lines. After determining what the graph of the function ought to 

look like for large positive and large negative x-values, it was graphed cm the graphing 

calculator along with the two tangent lines in the window [-33]x[-33I- This graph was 

used to illustrate that a  tangent line can cross a  curve at a point of tangmcy; that is, 

tangents have nothing to do with staying (m one side w  the other of the curve, so one 

must always use the ideas o f limits.

Rnally, a  velocity problon based only mi a  g ra ^  of the poation fimctimi was 

presented. This involved determining from the graph w lo t the initial velocity was, 

whether the car was going faster at one pmnt or another, w hetter it was slowing down or
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speeding up at certain points, and what was happening between certain points. Students 

were informed that there was a lot of information in this curve and that it would be a 

px)d exercise to plot the velocity curve based on the graph of the position curve.

Discussion 4. Students were finishing the third homework assignment, due in 

lecture 11. The assignment contained 16 problems, focusing on limits, continuity and the 

intermediate value theorem. Specifically, students computed limits (two-sided and one

sided) of one function given graphically (no formula), which contained a cusp, a jump, a 

vertical asymptote and a hole. This was very much like the function given in task 1 of 

interview 2, both in the graphical and numerical versions. A piecewise function, given as 

a multi-piece formula, required a graph be drawn and sevoral lim it situations be 

determined. A rational function was given, with instructions to find the vertical 

asymptotes and draw the graph. Most important, the problem on which task 2 of 

interview 2 was based was assigned. Here is the full statement of the problertL

(a) Evaluate hix) = -  for x = 1,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.01,0.005.
X

(b) Guess the value o f lim -^^^^—
x-»0 X

(c) Evaluate h(x) for successively smaller values o f x until you finally reach 0 values 

for h(x). Are you still confident that your guess in part (b) is correct?

Niext, students were asked to estimate the value of

6 ' - 2 '  hm----------*-*0 X

by graphing the function y = ( 6 ' -2 ') /% , and state the answer to two decimal places. 

These problems were followed by five limit exercises utilizing the limit laws, hr one
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case, the limit did not exist because o f a vertical asymptote, and in another case, the limit 

did not exist because the left and right limits were not equal.

Next, two piecewise functions were given, requesting graphs and explanations for 

why they were discontinuous at a given point One piecewise function was given with a 

constant c appearing in both pieces o f the formula, and directions to rind the constant c 

making the function continuous on the real line.

Finally, two applications of the intermediate value theorem were given, the 

second requiring students to use their graphing calculators to rind an interval o f length

0.01 containing a root of the function in question.

Lecture I I . Derivatives were introduced in terms o f limits with the admonition, 

**You should never fbrgpt that you are computing a lim it v/hen you rind a derivative.” 

Examples of computing derivatives using limits were given, based on

/( x )  = ox+hand

The geometric interpretation of a derivative was presented by showing a graph of a 

function (no formula) and drawing a plausible graph of the derivative function. The 

theorem that dirierentiability implies continuity was proved, and a counterexample to the 

converse, namely the absolute value function, was presented.

Lectures 12. Derivative computations dominated this lecture. R rst, the derivative 

at X = a was computed, using limits, for the function

/(x )  = x - —.
X

A graph of y = x -  2/x was drawn on the graphing calculator, and it was pointed out that 

when X is very big, the function looks like y = x. Then, the grsq>h was analyzed to
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determine what the derivative should look like, and the derivative function was then 

graphed on the graphing calculator to confirm the predicted behavior. Differentiation 

formulas were introduced next, followed by several computational examples.

Lecture 13. This lecture was part of the pre-interview 2 experience for 2 of the 9 

students who did this interview. The hour was strictly devoted to presenting examples of 

derivative computations using the derivative rules.

Discussion 5. Students were finishing the fourth homeworic assigmnent, due in 

lecture 14, and also preparing for the first exam. The assignment contained seven 

problems, focusing on computations of tangent line slopes, velocities and instantaneous 

rates of change, using limits.

Lecture 14. This hour was devoted to answering questions in preparation for the 

exam to be given the following Monday. Topics raised were domain and range, 

continuity, and the Intermediate Value Theorem.

Lecture 15. This was the lecture following the first hour exam, so a considerable 

amount of time was devoted to ^ in g  ovw the exam problems. The exam included one 

problem requiring students to calculate the following four limits, with instructions to “use 

a calculator only if you know of no other technique and then give the answer to three 

decimal places”.

lim—— - , lim (l-jc)'^ ', lim —-  and lim x^cos-^.
r-*I X  — 1 w O '  x-*0 X  X

Calculator use was necessary for the second limit, and the fourth limit required the 

Squeeze Theorem. Notice that the function in the fourth limit is similar to the function 

used in the task for interview 4.
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After g)ing over the exam, derivatives o f tri^nom etric functions were introduced 

by showing geometrically that

-  sin 6 ,c o s 0 < — — <1,
6

and hinting that the Squeeze Theorem could be used to find the derivative o f sin(x) at the 

origin.

Discussion 6. Students were finishing the fifth honœwork assignment, due in 

lecture 16. The assignment contained 17 problems, focusing on computing derivatives by 

the limit definition and by differentiation rules, recognizing or drawing graphs of 

derivative functions based on graphs o f functions, and applications of derivatives.

Lectures 16 ,17  and 18. The 16* lecture began by applying the Squeeze Theorem 

to the inequality established in the last lecture, to arrive at the conclusion

sin 6 , hm——  = 1.

This led to limit computations of the derivatives o f sin(x) and cos(x), computations of 

derivatives of other trigonometric functions using these results and the differentiation 

rules, and computations of other limits dependent on the one above. Lecture 17 

continued with computations of derivatives based on the rules for differentiating 

trigonometric functions. Lecture 18 introduced the chain rule and presented several 

computational mtamples.

Discussion 7. Students were finishing the sixth homework assignment, due in 

lecture 19, and also begiiming to think about the seventh homework assignment due the 

following week in lecture 21 (a Wednesday). Assignment 6 contained 10 problems, 

focusing on limits involving trigonometric functions, and derivatives o f functions
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containing trigonometric functions. Assignment 7 contained 8 problems, all involving 

computations of derivatives, using the chain rule.

Lectures 19. 20 and 21, Lecture 19 presented more chain rule derivative 

examples, and introduced implicit differentiation. Lecture 20 provided examples of 

implicit differentiation, including orthogonal trajectories. Lecture 21 was part of the pre

interview 4 experience for 2 of the 9 students who did that interview. That lecture 

presented higher order derivatives, including computations and graphical interpretations.
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Appendix?

Graphing Calculatt>r Worksheet 

TI-8S Latrodiiction 

Prim ary Readbig: TI-85 Guidebook chapters 1,4,12 and 14

Stewart: Review and Preview Chapter, section 3, pp. 26-31 

Essoitiai Termino&%y: viewing rectangle, xrange, yrange, xmin, xmax, xscale, ymin, 

ymax, yscale, zooming in, zooming out, aspect ratio.

1. Enter the expression V 4 + 3’ + 2  sin Æ in the home screen. Press ENTER. Is the result 

what you expected? Explain in a sentence or two.

2. Use the LIST cmnmand to End the square roots o f the num bos 1 ,2 ,4 ,9 ,  and 16 all at 

once. Is the result what you expected? Explain in a  sentence or two.

3. Graph A(x) = x  with the default viewing rectangle o f [ -1 0 ,1 0 ] x [  -10,10 J. Now try 

the following viewing rectangles. Describe what you see in each case, and explain why 

the graph appears so differently in each viewing rectangle.

a. [-10,10] X [-1,1]

b. [-1,1] X [-10,10]

c . [ 0 , l ] x [ - l ,0 ]

4. Graph / (x) = sin(x) with the viewing rectangle [-2it, 2ic ] x [ -1 ,1].

a. Use TRACE to approximate a maximum value o f/an d  a positive root off. 

What are the exact answers?

b. Use ZOOM to zoom in on the graph near the point (7C,0). What do you see?

Is this what you expected to see?
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5. Graph g(jc) = JC* -  I&c’ + KXZjc^ -  2 1 0 jc in the viewing rectangle [-10, ID] x [-10,10]. 

Note, g(0) = 0, but the graph doesn’t show this. Now graph g(x) in the viewing rectangle 

[-1,8] X [-130,10]. Is this a better viewing rectangle? Why or why not?

6. By graphing, estimate the domain and ra n ^  of / ( x )  = Vl 1 0 + lOOx -  lOx^. Find the 

exact answer analytically.
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